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Is There a Common North American Outlook
on World Affairs?
By Brooke CZmton
Stairs, Dixon a n d Claxton, Montreal
WOULD share your mystification on the
I choice
of this subject as suitable for a talk t o

Saar and Polish Corridor, they didn't appreciate
the fact t h a t their North American audience was
The Special Libraries Association, were it not for looking clean over their heads a t a map of the
the fact that I, myself, suggested it. I was asked World behind them. And on that map it was
to speak on some question as to which t h e points hardly possible t o distinguish the countrles in
of view of Americans 'and Canadians could be which these sore spots were situated. It ia no woncompared. I thought the most suitable and ap- der that there is a North American feeling of
propriate question was that which most chal- remoteness and detachment and of ieolation.
I t is u n n q e w r y here to trace the origin of
lenges the attention and thought of everybody
everywhere- that is the question of peace and t h e policy of isolation which you in the United
war. I thought it would be interesting for us, for a States have pursued, or think you have pursued,
time, to see if we have any common reaction t o for the last one hundred and sixty years. I t had
that fear of war which everyone throughout t h e its orig~n,perhaps, in the statements made by
George Washington In 1796, amplified a few
world shares today.
We Americans and Canadians share a con- years later by Thomas Jefferson. It may be detinent, and both our countrles are fortunate in scribed as the stubborn refusal to be bound by
being almost equally remote from the Bore spots entangling alliances or t o undertake to do anyof the world. Our countries and peoples have n o thing more than consider a future course of action
thought of war between them. Our lives are inter- when t h e occasion arises.
While it certainly would not be proper on my
woven in a way which no European can understand. Our well-advertised three thousand miles part t o welcome you here today by criticizing
of undefended, and indefensible, boundary is t h e determined policy of your country, I do think
crossed each year by more trade, more money, that we can here speak more frankly than on
more trains, more automobiles and ten times other occasions, and if you don't mind I will
more people than any frontier in the world. I t is speak frankly a s one North American to another.
interlaced by countless bonds of relationship and Somewhat naturally, what I have to say will be
friendship that make a common pattern of North directed mostly t o the Americans -they are our
American life. The frontier is more than a n imagi- guests and it is only proper to treat them with
nary line as our first minister to the United States respect, -besides if I talk much about Canadian
said, " I t isa meeting ground between two friendly opinion, every Canadian present would arise and
disagree with me, because that is one thing t o
states, made eafe by modern common sense."
We havein the wordsof the Hay treaty of 1194, remember about Canada, there is no such thing
"A disposition favorable to friendship and good a s " a Canadian opinion." The country is too
neighbourhood." Perhaps on that account we large, its geographical sections are too removed
have a rather superior attitude towards those from each other and its capital is too far away
other parts of the world which seem bent on from the different points of the country to permit
destroying each other. The most vivid example of our having a common attitude on any single questhis North American attitude of superiority was tion, still less on the questioq of foreign policy.
given me a t the Willismstown Institute when T h a t is true of other countrles, certainly of yours.
there were five men speaking on t h e most crucial Nevertheless I must run any risks thereonand try
Bore spots affecting their country -this was t o describe to you the Canadian attitudein order
some years ago. As they stood facing their audi- t h a t we may compare them.
Superficially, policy appears to be determined,
a c e apd described the terrific dangers in t h e
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by geography and the general geographical situat i o n of Canada is rather similar to the United
States, but Canada is even more detached. To the
South you look to a country which has annoyed
y o u on a number of occasions and led you to milit a r y intervention more than once, and on the
North you look to Canada with some sense of
irritation that we should be here to spoil the
symmetry of the map of North America. On the
other hand we have only you to the South, and
t o t h e North our claim to the Pole is not being
seriously contested. So here we are on this continent, two nations, for the most part speaking
t h e =me language, or thinking we do, having
similar roots; at perpetual peace with each other
and sharing a common desire to remain a t perpetual peace with the rest of the world.
It is reasonable to expect then that there
would be in Canada a desire t o remain isolated, a
policy of isolation which matches yours in the
United States. There is; it follows not only from
our geographic position but also from our racial
composition. Twenty-eight per cent of our population is of French-Canadian descent, and the
vast majority of them would not like to see us
engage in a foreign war again. In addition, some
twenty-one per cent of the population are of nonBritish descent, and they too would take a
typically North American attitude. Even of the
fifty-one per cent of our population who are of
British descent, a great number are people
for whom war has been debunked, and the glory
and the glamor has been taken out of it, so that
even among the section of British descent there is
a widespread and rap~dlygrowing feeling in favor
of a policy of isolation for Canada.
I t should be remembered, however, that two
factors of the utmost importance operate against
Canada embracing the policy of isolat~on her
North American situation appears to dictate. We
in Canada had our revolution peacefully and we
never felt constrained to slam the door on Europe.
T h e first of these factors is then that we are
members of the British Commonwealth, and
there is no indication that there is any desire on
t h e part of any considerable group of Canadians
t o cease being a member. We are both a member
of t h e Commonwealth and a virtually independe n t nation. Until 1914 we were a British Dommion
in name, but virtually a colony and our foreign
policy was dictated by Downing Street. If Great
B r ~ t a i nwent to war we were automatically
involved without inquiring what it was all about.
So when Great Britain went to war, Canada loyally joined In and gave some six hundred thousand troops, and with sixty thousand killed, paid
t h e price in that dmster along with the other
natlons.
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By reason of its participation, Canada emerged
from that great fire and testing, a nation for the
first time, and our position as such was recognized by our participation in the war cabinet, by
our being recognized as a separate nation a t the
peace conference, and by our becoming a member
of the League of Nations. Since then that posit ~ o nof Canada has been recognized by the famous
Balfour Declaration of 1926,and Liven statuary
recognit~on in the Statute of Westminster in
1932. Despite what some constitutional and
international lawyers might say, Canada is in
actual fact a nation. That means that we would
not participate in any war anywhere in the world
without deciding to do so through our own Canadian representatives.
In other words, we might, I think we would,
go to war if Great Britain was involved on a
question of principle or fighting for her selfdefense. But whether we did or not is a matter
which would be decided by Canada -unless the
enemy had something to say about it.
The second factor which d~fferentiates our
position from yours is our membership in the
League of Nations. It is almost true to say that
we joined the League of Nat~onsfor the same
reason that you stayed out. You stayed out of
the League because it interfered with your freedom, w ~ t hyour sovereignty. We went in bewr~se
it recognized our sovereignty. By the-fact of your
withdrawal you left Canada holding the North
American bag so that Canada has sometimes a t
Geneva represented you and pour opinion a t least
as much as she did her own. In any event Canada
has consistently adopted an attitude which perhaps the United States would have taken had she
joined the League, and very little different from
the attitude which the United States has taken
outside the League.
In 1920 Canada opposed discussing the distribution of raw material and spoke in favor of
emasculating Article X of the Covenant. In 1922
we opposed theDraft Treaty of Mutual Assistance
and in 1924 we opposed the Protocol. In 1932 we
held the scales evenly between Japan and China.
In 1935 our Government repudiated the act of her
representation in proposing that sanctions be
made effective against Italy. Our record is unequalled from the point of view of doing everything in our power towards weakening the League,
and preventing it from being an Instrument of
international order. We have done that consistently, whether consciously or unconsciously because it reflects our North American attitude.
Thus we might say there has been In Canada
generally threeviews as to foreign policy: One, the
policy of isolation, two, the British, or ae it ir
sometimes incorrectly called, the imperialiut
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policy, and three, the collectivist policy which
supports the Leagueof Nations. Now, t h e strange
thing is this, that I like a number of other Canadians sincerely believe that t h e only way of
preserving the British Commonwealth of nations
as it stands today, the only way I believe, of preserving the Canadian Confederation a s it stands
today, is to preserve peace. If you think of South
America and the Irish Free State forming a part
of the British Commonwealth today, I think you
will recognize that only through the League of
Nations can a common policy be found which will
link the various nations, and their common interests to the Commonwealth. This realization has
induced a great number of Canadians, who would
otherwise support either the isolation o r imperialist policy, to support the League of Nations as
being the only instrument in the world today that
can solve the Canadian dilemma. For that reason
we have supported the League of Nations and its
principles, but because we can't escape from our
North American attitude, we have supported it
ineffectively. When today we North Americans
recognize that the League has failed we should not
throw all the blame on those old "effete" nations
of Europe. You have your share because you did
not join the League, and we have ours.
T h e League has failed on two occasions: Manchuria and Ethiopia. But those failures don't
mean the League is a failure. T h e League of Nations stands today ready to be used, with ita
principles, still embodying the greatest conception for a system of international order ever given
t o t h e world by any group of statesmen, and it
still stands there to be used. The question is, when
will it be used?
We have been too optimistic about the possib i l ~ t yof world peace, much too optimistic. I remember that after the World War most of us eat
back and thought, we have won t h e war which
was "a war t o end war", a war " to make the world
safe for democracy", to do this that and theother
thing. So having won the war we s a t back and
did nothing, but let the politicians and diplomats,
brought up in a different era, t r y to work the
new post-war world with old pre-war tricks. No
wonder the League of Nations was never given a
chance to work. But it almost worked despite that.
Think of it, for the first time in t h e history of
the world fifty-two r~ationsagreedin condemning
a great power for its action. Fifty-two nations
agreed rapidly and unanimously t o d o somethirrg
about it, and they did But they miscalculated,
and so Italy got away with t h e most flagrant
breach of international obligations in modern
history. I have been known to be a supporter of
t h e League, and now when I meet my hard-boiled
friends they kid me by asking "Where ie your
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League now?" and I answer them by saying,
"The League has failed, we have failed, but do
you feel any safer on that account?" Do you
Americans or do any people throughout the world
feel any aafer because the League of Nations has
failed?
Now we havea challenge. We have t o work and
work hard again, but we don't have t o start from
the beginning. We bave the League and we
have seen that it can work, and I think we have
seen ways in which it can be made to work in t h e
future. But it is going to be a much slower job
than any of us had anticipated. We thought we
could do in fifteen years what Christianity failed
to do in two thousand years. T h e Kellogg Pact
renounced war only eight years ago. You can't
change things quite so rapidly -but wealmost
did.
How does that concern you in the United
States? You are safe, you think, but if so you are
behaving in a very, very curious way. I suppose
you have the largest bill for armaments in the
history of your country one of the largest in t h e
world. You are spending over a b~lliondollars,
for what? Defence, against whom? You scern t o
me to be spending a billion dollars because you
think you will be drawn into a world war.
"Who desires peace, let him prepare for war."
I t is the good old argument which Britnin and
Germany and all the other nations made before
the war. The origin of the saying rs obscure, but
certainly it appeared on t h e facade of the old
ministry of war in Vienna a very suitable place
for such a legend because, a s we know, it is the
best slogan the armament manufacturers ever
had. Now, what is the truth? It is, I think, stated
by General Sir Frederick Maurice, sometime Chief
of the General Staff during the War, whcn he said,
"I used to believe that if you wanted peace you
must prepare for war. Now I have come t o believe
that if you prepare for war thoroughly and emciently you will get war."
Armament and defense have little to do wilh
each other today. I think that is becoming more
evident each day. Arms are no defence against
war iteelf. Is a policy of isolation plus arms a good
defence? I suggest to you that this policy of
neutrality, your policy of isolation, is a good thing
to have in the statute books, but it won't work
and it never has worked. It didn't work in 1914
and so far as I know the policy of isolation has
not worked any time you could possibly have
been involved in a foreign wai In the last hundred
years you have fought, I suppose, fifty or sixty
wars, not one of them in t h e territory of the
United States.
They built a great army and navy t o defend Britain's Shores and during the last thou-
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sand years they have been involved in war every
few years and fought in every country in the
world except two -Greenland and Great Britain. I suggest that the only way in which you or
any other nation in the world can secure itself
today is by common collective defense -collective security. I recognize that it is politically
impossible for the United States t o join the
League of Nations and I don't suggest it. It isn't
wen necessary. But I do suggest this, that in
your policy and in your thought, you must come
to recognize that you have the responsibility that
comes from power and that you, yourselves, can't
live by yourselves in the world today. You have
got to recognize that any war, in which Great
Britain is involved, is a world war, and any war
which is a world war will involve the United
States, whether it likes it or not. So I suggest, in
the words of our own Minister of Justice, the true
answer is this, "the only way to avoid war is to
prevent it." And I add the only way to prevent it
is to recognize realistically that conditions in this
country and yours and in every country today,
demand that we pool our mxurity and cdperate
in a world which demands co6peration.
It is extraordinary the degree today in which
our lives are interwoven, how really interdependent we are. As Dr. Delisle Bums said: Think
of this land and what has been used to make it,
Brazilian coffee, Australian mutton, your corn,
our wheat, we are all a composite of the result of
international interchange, but we still think nationally. We still have that excessive form of
nationalism which is so recent a product in the
world. Love of country, patriotism, that is quite
a different thing, but I say that until we recognize
how interdependent we are, until we stop acting
like idiots, we, you in your country and we in ours,
almost as much as those people in Europe, are
rushing like swine possessed of devils to destruction.
Face the facts as they stand today. They show
how desperately the world is once again waiting
for a great lead. Great Britain gave that lead on
September 12th to the League of Nations as a
result of her peace ballot. She followed it up with
leading the way to the imposition of sanctions.
But then she slipped and since then the nations of
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Europe have been slipping back into the old prewar race of armaments. Their well-nigh desperate
peoples are waiting for a lead, and the only country strong enough or powerful enough or idealistic
enough to give that lead to the world today is the
United States. And it can do it so easily, not by
committing herself to entangling alliances, but by
suggesting, before it is too late, that the nations
have a world conference to discuss together questions affecting the peace of the world, to discuas
armaments and a t least agree to stop the increase.
To discuss the distribution of raw materials and
colonies -to discuss sore spots and various
means of relieving pressure and to discuss regional problems and to reiich an understanding to
preserve peace by collective action.
It is possible that the world may still be induced
to go back t o the path that it has followed and
resume the march of civilization. But if it doesn't,
where do we end up? Surely we all know as
Stanley Baldwin said four years ago, that another
war like the last one would see the end of the
civilization we know. Are we going to let that go
on? We, people like yourselves and ourselves, so
that we are left perhaps the only country able to
carry on the spark of civilization? No! It is up to
us by reason of our very freedom and security
and of your power to fan the flame of hope. You
Americans have the opportunity today of giving
that great lead, and I think humanity looks to
you to lift it from its present morass.
The burden of stirring up our governments to
action in these days falls on each one of us. It
was shown in Great Britain in a n unmistakable
fashion that today private opinion can become
public policy. Responsibility lies not only on the
leaders but aleo on the common people in every
civilized and democratic country to see that their
nations don't go on drifting, drifting, drifting on
to war. Civilization is challenged as never before
and there is only one cause for hope, and that is
that people like yourselves and ourselves are
thinking about this as they have never done before. In all countries of the world movements are
going on, the ferment of intelligence is working
like yeast in the minds of masses of people, and we
may hope that that peace which we really know
will come in time - will come "in o h time."
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The Economic Library and Fundamental Books
By Robert L. SmiihlG, New York

B

USINESS, as we know it, is an important
tool for the sustaining of our economic life.
The history, the philosophy and the technique of
business are profoundly realistic. Redism is often
more remarkable than romance and for a welltrained mind, not trying to escape from reality
and not afraid of it, economics and business are
faecinating t o a remarkabledegree. It is especially
pleasant t o touch upon the subject of books with
this group of special librarians which comes into
contact with books, which likes books and appreciates them. Others are forced to devote their
interests t o facts, immed~ate facts, ephemeral
facts, dry facts culled from trade publications,
government documents and corporate reports.
Thisgroup, however, isinterested in the parentage
of business books and in their growth t o adolescence.
Although libraries have been traced back t o
about the year 3000 B.C. in Egypt, we find no
mention specifically of books on business. We get
the first glimpse of economics in the Code of
Hammurabi about 2250 n.c. In this famous code,
in addition t o many sumptuary laws, we find
business data. This code was t h e direct ancestor
of the now defunct N.R.A. During the Feudal
Age of Egypt there were many fine libraries
which were owned by the feudal barons. T h e
books in those libraries told how people thought,
how they lived and how they traded. They were
rolls of papyrus, packed in jars and labeled.
At about the same time in Babylon (2300
B.c.) there have been discovered clay tablet books
describing the bookkeeping records of the times.
"It was a t this time," wrote Dr. James H.
Breasted, "that many of the business forms which
we still useand which make business transactions
a matter of record arose for t h e first time. T h u s
grew up businesa and social customs, especially
business credit." Unfortunately there is no record
of a special librarian for these clay books.
In the next glimpse down t h e ages we reach t h e
era of Ashur-bani-pal (The Greek Sardanapalus)
whose library was discovered about 1850 a t
Nineveh. I t was collected about 650 B.C. These
2200 clay tablets are now in the British Museum
and cover a variety of subjects on state affairs
(economics) in addition to religious, scientific and
literary classifications.
I t was not until the age of Pericles in Greece
that books became important. The intellectual
group began collecting at this period. Space was
1 I*

provided in the homes which held rows of baskets
of cylindrical shape on shelves. The average book
was about 160 feet long consisting of one roll of
papyrus. All reading was done in the daytime and
the majority of books were on instruction in
rhetoric, mathematics and the gods. However,
one cook book has been located which hardly
required a special librarian for the job. The first
library founded and supported by a Greek government had been formed by the city of Heraclea
about 350 n.c. N o mention is made of the classification but from a knowledge of Greek civilization
it is not too much to suppose that this library
contained some works on trade, commerce and
government.
Aristotle is known t o have possessed a very
extensive prlvate library and it is not too much
to conjecture t h a t this library was highly specialized in books on government, politics and
science. But after Aristotle's pupil, Alexander
The Great, died a n d the known world was divided
among his generals, library science leaped to the
front in importance. T h e Ptolemys' library a t
Alexandria and t h e one established a t Museum
surpassed all t h e known libraries of antiquity.
Ptolemy 11's era introduced the profession of
catalogumg and of classification. Zenodotus of
Ephesus is the first accredited librar~an.Under
his guidance over half a million rolls and later
seven hundred thousand rolls or volumes
were catalogued and classified. The actual catalogue was made under the supervision of Callemachus. He listed all the known books of value
both by titleaand by authors. Thisgreat catalogue
filled 120 books or sections. Unfortunately all wae
destroyed in t h e great fire.
I t was not until 120 B.C. that Dionysius wrote
the first Greek grammar and, following this beginning, dictionaries were made for the purpose
of translation.
About 1915, C. E. Boyd wrote a book entitled
"Public Libraries and Literary Culture in
Ancient Rome." I t is really remarkable how
libraries grew along with civilization and culture.
From 200 B.c. in Rome to the Age of Augustus,
publishers made books in vast quant~tles.The
slaves were t h e copyists and the Roman conquerers brought back wagon and boat loads of
books from Macedonia and Asia as well as from
Africa. Wealthy Romans prov~dedlibrary rooms
in all their houses, but there were no early public
libraries. Augustus was the first to establish these

-
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and his two establishments finally contained the
bulk of the books of the world. Alexandria had
been destroyed. Quite naturally a large portion
of this collection was of the nature of specla1
library material. Claudius wrote his history from
the records of these libraries. This impetus continued and in Trajan's new forum were two famous collections In special buildings. One held the
books written in Greek and the other those
wrrtten in Latin. Libraries spread all over the
empire, maintained by the state, and the professlon of librarian was defin~tely establ~shed.
Later, after the dismemberment of the Roman
Empire, library leadership returned to Athens.
Librar~eswere not apprecrated by the barbarians.
The Dark Ages came and books were destroyed
wherever found.
Then came the golden age of Mahomet! While
Western Europe and Asia remained in darkness,
the Saracens swept over the civilized earth and,
after their swift victory, settled down to learning
and t o culture. This was the golden age of the
librarian. Only the greatest minds and best
educated were given these positions of trust. A
librarian had a soc~alcaste close to the caliphate.
"To every mosque was attached a school; wazirs
vied with thew masters in establishing public
libraries, endowing colleges. Men of learning
took precedence over all others; honours and
riches were showered upon them, they were
appointed to the government of provinces."
This lrterary supremacy lasted from 700 t o
1200 A.D. The Abbasides in Asia Minor brought
the Greekclassics back to life. One private library
of a doctor a t Bokhara was too large for 400
camels to transport. Bagdad had an immense
I~brary.Another branch of the Saracens, the
Ornmiades, established a library a t Cordova
consistmg of over 600,000 volumes which were
put into bibliographical records in 44 large
volumes.
The third branch, the Fatmites in Egypt,
outdid their brethren. Their greatest library was
again a t Alexandria. I t contained a special section
for books relatmg to arts and manufactures.
Here is the great ancestor of the business branch
of the public l~braryand the economic section of
the university library.
Although Charlemagne called themtelligentsia
to his court in the latter part of the eighth century, they must have been an ignorant lot compared with their contemporary brethren a t
Bagdad. There were no ancestors of the special
librarians a t the Court of Charlemagne. The
monasterial libraries had no demand for special
librarians. It was not until the redevelopment of
credit instruments that we find the possibility of
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a special librarian job in sight. If you should read
Professor Cheney's recent book, "The Dawn of a
New Era 1200 to 1450," you would appreciate the
quick growth of business as a profession. But
even then you would have had a long wait for a
job. The first job available would have been to
work for Cosimo de Medici. The Medici were
among the first of the great families of business.
Cosimo saved records, had books written, maintained a statistical library and a commercial spy
service only surpassed later by the Fuggers. He
and his descendants began great private I~braries,
first a t Ven~ceand later a t Florence. Most of the
Medici books on business were collected by Mr.
H. Gordon Selfrrdge, the English Merchant, and
are now in the collection of the Businese Hiatorical Soaety a t the Baker Library.
There is no need to chronicle the modern
history. You have all seen the products of the
thousands and thousands of writers. They have
multiplied so rapidly that specialists are necessary to care for each classification. You are these
specialists.
Strangely enough, the character and type of
book which you as librarians of business-economics put on your shelves is determined by the
character of the general literature of the age.
The type of biography, the particular interpretation of historical bwks, the particular emphasis
gwen to romances dealing with sociological and
domestic themes, the subject matter and meter
of the poetry, and the elasticity or narrowness of
theological books - these forecast just what you
will put on your shelves and indicate the approach
of a revolution. During the past fifty years the
economic equilibrium has been thrown out of
adjustment t o an alarmrng degree, just as it has
been thrown out in former times. The misuse of
credit, the overbearing greed of capitalists, the
wily machinations of trade unions, the unfortunate inadequacy of distributive facilities, the
changing of forms of government, and the acme
of the rise of nationalism are illustrations of this
unbalanced economic equ~lrbrium
George Soule in his " Coming American Revolution" ably describes this interesting influence of
literature. He says that the first signal of the
passing of a rulmg class is the desertion of them by
the intell~gentsra.The intelligentsia may or may
not be right from the economic viewpoint, but
their desertion of an existing regme 1s a definite
forecast of change. Dostoievsky, Turgenev,
Gorki and others preceded the Russian Revolution Rousseau, Diderot and the Encyclopedists
were barely published before the cataclysm of the
French Revolution. Ben Jonson, William Shakespeare and Edmund Spenser carried through the
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innovations of thought into the reign of Charles I
of England and then came Cromwell. Before the
fall of Rome the satirists Juvenal, Persius, Sulpicia and Lucilius sent their barbed words to the
public. At the preeent time even the literary
critics have deserted the ruling class. As Harold
Varney has pointed out in a recent isaue of the
A m e i h n Mercury, newspapers which are mouthpieces of the old ruling classes have joined the
left wing and the old orthodox books receive but
scant notice.
As librarians what should be your attitude
toward these new ideas? You should have no
attitude whatsoever. So far as your personal
ideas are concerned you may adopt any ism which
pleases your fancy or retain the existing one. So
far as your duties are concerned as guardians of
the books of an era, your personal ideas will not
or should not have the slightest influence as to
what you put on the shelves. If you attempt to
combat a revolution and lose, you are sunk.
Those who use your libraries will classify the
books quite unlike your professional classifications. The average user is as ignorant of your
library language as is the patient who appeals to
his physician. He will find a group of books which
he calls reference books. These consist of an
encyclopedia, possibly the "Encyclopedia of the
Social Sc~ences"and a "World Almanac. " You
can satisfy a reader for days and days with a
"World Almanac. "
The second grouping will be in the field of
theory. Only the most peculiar in appearancethose indicating abnormalities of mind, often
wild-eyed -will delve into the theory section.
The fundamental material is not much different
from the classical school of Greece. Plato and
Aristotle knew their economics as well as John
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Stuart Mill or Father Adam Smith. Fundamentals have ever been torn apart by the "ismitea,"
but they always coalesce again. The mercantilists, the physiocrats, the protectionists, the
technocrats, the Veblenized ones, the monetary
excursionists, and the Townsendites make loud
and vociferous noises but later on they become
historical episodes. You must have books relating
to these excursions into the fields of fancy. You
must have Stuart Chase and H. G. Wells since
they are the economists for those who otherwise
would never read economics.
Possibly you have the Brookings Institute
books about t h e N.R.A. and the A.A.A. These
books reached you just before the demise oi the
letters. Someday some one will desire to examine
them, just as when the N.R.A. was in bemg
hundreds collected all the material possible about
the era of Colbert in the seventeenth century
because that era formed a delightful historical
analogy with t h e N.R.A. Remember the early
books about the Federal Reserve System. The
present Federal Reserve System is no more like
its babyhood than are you like yours. All is
dynamic and yet the old is necessary to understand the new.
Ever had a book on the shelves about money?
Maybe you have had t o make rwm for new ones
by discarding the old ones. Yet, old or new, they
tell the same story. Irving Fisher wrote a book
called "Stable Money. " It was a fairy tale. There
has never been a stable money. Maybe there will
be sometime. No country exists whose money has
not depreciated in its functional ability. Most
countries have experienced a complete demise of
their currenclea. Old Solon depreciated hie currency years before the Christian era and Lycurgus
had the same trouble a s had President Roosevelt.

International Trade i n Ideas
By Bernard K. Sandwell
Managing Editor of Saturday Nigh/, Toronto

THE

most important article of trade between
Canada and the United States is one which is
never mentioned In what we in this country
habitually refer to as the Blue Books, partly
because they are sometimes bound in that color,
but more because the perusal of them always
makes people blue in other words, the government statistics. I t is ideas. There is a very heavy
movement of ideas between Canada and the
United States at all times and under all trade
policies, whether high tariff, low tariff or re-

-

ciprocity. It is an eqnlly balanced movement in
the two directions; but it is not so unbalanced
as one might, a t first sight, imagine. The Ideas
which cross t h e line in their finished form, as
ideas pure and simple, arc much more numerous
and vigorous from south t o north than they are
from north to south; we in Canada consume far
more American ideas than Americans consume
of our ideas. But there is another form of the
traffic, a traffic in ideas, so to speak, in the original
package, or in the rawest and most primitive
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form, in which Canada has the majority of the
export trade. I refer t o the export of brainy people, who take their ideas w ~ t hthem when they
cross the border. The United States is well
known to make it a principle to obtain its imports in the rawest and most primitive form, and
i t adheres to this principle even in the realm of
ideas. ~t would far rather import a thinker than
a thought. The thoughts of a n imported thinker
obvtously become a domest~cproduct, and can
be absorbed by even the most patriotic of protectionist Americans; whereas the thoughts of a
foreign thinker are themselves a foreign product,
and a manufactured product a t that, and slightly
under suspicion.
It would not be uninteresting to discuss briefly
the list of thinkers, Canadian by origin but
American by importation, who have influenced
t h e ideas of thts continent in the last thirty-six
years; but it is not part of my subject and I shall
refram from doing so. I want to deal rather with
t h e interchange of ideas themselves between the
two countries, and with only a few special classes
of ideas a t that. The researches now bemg carried
on into the relations between these two countries
with the aid of the money of Mr. Carnegie or Mr.
Rockefeller have not overlooked this branch of
the subject, and some classes of ideas have been
quite exhaustively studted in respect of their
international movement. I saw the other day a
large volume which seemed to relate almost
wholly t o the importation into Canada of American ideas, and very efficient ideas, as to the organization and conduct of industrial and commercial business. This trade in ideas about the
organization and conduct of financ~albusiness
is not quite so one-sided; there has lately grown
up a strong disposition to import into the United
States some Canadian ideas about banking, or
perhaps I should say some Scottish ideas about
banking which have been dom~ciledin Canada
for some hundred years and have proved very
well suited to the climate.
Considering that Canada is Canada chiefly
because its mhabitants have consistently refused
t o adopt the fundamental political ideas of the
American Republic, it is astonishing what a lot of
political tdeas have during the last century and a
haif drifted across the border and taken strong
root in this country. I should, however, warn you
that in thts field of political ideas the imports into
Canada from the Un~tedStates are beginning to
experience a serious rivalry from Great Britain.
This IS not the result of any British Preference
in the tariff,but seems to be due to the increasing
skill and energy among the British-born of our
polltictans and an increasing infusion of Britishtrained thinkers among the teachers of Political
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Science and allied subjects in our universities.
The first non-orthodox monetary policy to obtain
complete control of a Canadian provincial government is Social Credit, a policy of purely
British origin which has a s yet secured little
support in the United States.
Socialism in Canada, too, is a much more
British than American product, and it would not
do to say that the import must be negligible because the Socialist party has not so far secured
many seats in the legislative bodies. Here again
the explanation is that the elements in our population which are most readily inclined to Socialism are not of a North American origin, and have
not been long domiciled on this continent. For
that matter i t may be doubted whether there is
such a thing as a characteristic American Socialism available for export t o Canada.
But the real and constant and lasting export
trade in polittcal ideas from the United States to
Canada is that of the various successive forms of
Agrarianism. Agrarianism is a real product of the
vast platns and easy transportation routes of the
inner part of this conttnent, and it might have
developed in Canada independently if it had not
developed in the United States many years
earlier.
One of the fundamental ideas of Agrarianism
-and
of several other American systems of
political thought -is that it is the business of
government, and within the power of government, t o make all its citizens happy and prosperous. This is not a European idea: it may have
been entertained for a short time by the French
Revolut~on,but i t did not last in France Europe
has had too long an experience of too many kinds
of governments to cherish any such happy illusion. I t was not, curtously enough, a n American
idea in the early days of the American Republic.
I think t h e growth of the idea may be traced
t o the growth of constitution-worship among the
American people. In 1836 that worship had not
progressed very far. The origtnal U.S. Constitution had been a notorious failure. The new one
was not yet fifty years old; moreover, the process
which did for some generations make almost all
white Americans happy and prosperous (or
happy so far as prosperity could make them), the
opening up by railway transportation of a n incredibly rich continent, was In 1836 only just
about to begin. A government which has billions
of dollars' worth of natural resources to give
away can afford to be Santa Clausish; and its
citizens naturally develop in time the confident
and optimistic belief that Santa Claus and Uncle
Sam are two names for the same benevolent
personage.
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S. L. A. Goes on the Air
By William F. Jacob, Librarian
General Electric Company, Schenectady

T

H E first S. L. A. radio broadcast series
developed from an offer made by Colonel
Wilfrid Bovey, O.B.E., Director of Extra-Mural
Relations of McG~llUniversity, to Miss Mary
Jane Henderson, 1936 Convention Chairman.
The Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commission
offered us the period 6:15-6:30 E.D.S.T. on June
IGth, 17th, and 19th which was to bebroadcast on
the Eastern hook-up taking in stations from
Toronto to Halifax inclusive.
Mr. Stebbins recommended to Miss Henderson
that because of my previous broadcasting experience, the problem of arranging a program,
subject, and speakers should be left to me.
I accepted this commission, and a t Colonel
Bovey's suggestion I laid out a program describing the aims and purposes of the Special Libraries
Association, and some particular phases of special
library work. The program follows:
Tuesday, June 16 - "Your Guests: the Special
Libraries Association." William F. Jacob, Vice
President, Special Librar~esAssociation; Libra-

Your Guests -The

rian, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Wednesday, June 17 "How the Special Librarian Scrves the Business Man " Eleanor S.
Cavanaugh, Librarian, Standard Statistics Co.,
Inc., New York City.
Friday, June 19 " Putting Government Documents to Work." Angus S. Fletcher, O.B.E.,
Director, British Library of Information, New
York C ~ t y .

-

-

The thirteen Canadian stations which broadcast our message were as follows: Quebec, Que.,
CRCK; Montreal, Que., CRCM; Ottawa, Ont.,
CRCO; Toronto, Ont., CRCT; Sidney, N. S.,
CJCB; Halifax, N. S., CHNS; Charlottetown,
P. E. I., CFCY; Summerside, P. E. I., CHJS;
Moncton, N. B., CKCW; Fredcricton, N. B.,
CFNB; Saint John, N. B., CHSG; New Carlisle,
Que., CHNC; Chicoutimi, Que., CRCF; as well
as the Toronto short wave station CRCX.
Through the activities of the Convention Committee, adequate newspaper publicity in Canadian papers preceded the radio series.

Special Libraries Association

By William F. Jacob

w

HAT is the Special Libraries Association?
Our Association is 27 years old, and was
organized in 1909 at Bretton Woods, New Hampshire- just over the border- by a group of
librarians'attending a conference of the American
Library Association. This group of special library
pioneers included librarians of business houses,
trade associations, business branches of large
public libraries, and state libraries. We special
libraries look upon the late and highly respected
John Cotton Dana, Librarian of the Public
Library of Newark, New Jersey, as the father of
our profession.
Today our Association numbers over 2,000
special librarians distributed far and wide
geographically throughout the United States and
Canada. Our roster includes librarians and research workers of manufacturingconcerns, banks,
investment houses, museums, insurance companies, newspapers, scientific and social organizations, government agencies, medical and law
libraries, civic organizations, and many other
g r o u p dealing with specialized fields in which

collections of books or data of whatever size have
been found indispensable in recent years.
We special librarians have in our files such
diversified material a s newspaper clippings,
pamphlets, magazines, telephone directories,
corporation directories, yearbooks, government
documents, advertisements, art prints, and so on.
To us, all this is knowledge - knowledgc needed
by the business man, the research worker or the
specialist in his profession. And it is our job to see
that this knowledge is usefully applied.
As far back as the second century before
Christ, the author of Ecclesiastes wrote: "Of
making many books there is no end." If this was
the case 2,100 years ago, what would our Biblical
author think if he could come back to earth today.
So much useful information in all branches of
human endeavor is being run off the printing
presses daily t h a t it's a physical imposs~bilityfor
the average person t o keep posted or to find
what was published sometime previously. And
that's where we special librarians have tried t o
develop our fields of usefulness. As a matter of
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fact, our main purpose is summed up in our each other t o perform still better for the respective
employers, and -may I add paranthetically slogan - " Putting Knowledge t o Work."
What does this mean? you may ask. Well, w~thoutdisclosing the trade secrets of their firms1
haven't you often read something in a newspaper Here the librar~ansof banks and investment
which sometime later you wanted to consult houses can "talk shop" t o thew mutual adwhich contained facts that weren't of vantage.
again
The Special Libraries Association is subdivided
interest at the moment, but for which you would
figuratively speaking -give your right arm two ways. It is organized by groups of professional
to make use of now? If so, you will have learned activity, and is also subdivided geographically.
that most newspapers have no index to previous For example, there are 10 professional groups:
iesues. Haven't you occasionally remembered A Biological Sciences Group -taking in the
some pamphlet which drifted into your office
l~brariansof the medical art sand allied sciences.
from somewhere - which didn't seem so im- A Commerce Group - made up of librarians of
portant then, and which in the deluge of daily
business organizations, advertising agencies,
mail found its way to the waste basket, but which
and the like.
might now help you solve a problem if you could
A Financial Group -consisting of librarians of
only remember what the pamphlet was? Have you
banking firms, investment houses and such.
ever had the experience of working out laboAn Imurance Qroup bringing together librariously some new process or theory, believing you
rians of Life, Fire and Casualty insurance
had stumbled onto something new and novel,
organizations.
only to discover, later, a magazinearticle showing
A Museum Group - the personnel of which is
that someone else had developed the selfsame
self-evident.
proceas or theory years ago, and had you known
A Newspaper Group - also obvious.
about it beforehand, you could have saved yourA Public Business Librarians Group - consisting
self a lot of energy and expense?
of those librarians in the public libraries of
These are but a few examples of the type of
larger cities which have so-called business
problems that a special librarian helps to overbranches t o serve the business men of the
come. He has been called a conservator of facts.
community.
As a specialist he is obviously familiar with
A Scrence-Technology Group which includes
t h e business of his employer and, in his behalf,
librarians of laboratories, scientific associathe librarian peruses newspapers for important
tions, manufacturing industries, etc.
facts relating to the business, makes a record of
A Social Scrence Groufi which includes librauseful statistics in an advertising pamphlet, has
rians of municipal~ties,trade associations, and
available In his library various compendiums and
sociological institutions.
indexes to enable him to locate eluswe magazine
And a Unrversily and College Departmental Liarticles or papers. In br~ef,he has collected, orbrarians Group -taking in the librarians of
ganized, and recorded facts which may be uruniversities or of aome department of the
gently needed by his employer or cl~enta t some
university.
later date.
Of course, the problems of each type of special
On the other hand, since our Association is far
hbrary are different. The questions which come flung geographically, and since our annual conup in a newspaper library are far removed from ventions give us but one opportunity a year t o get
the type of research In a medical library; the acquainted with each other, it has been found
librarian of an art museum organizes his material des~rablet o organize chapters in various parts of
in quite a different manner from his colleague in a the country, so that the special librarians in each
banking hbrary. And yet - basically -they all locality can meet more often t o discus9 thew
are striving toward the same goal: Putting professional work. At present we have 16 chapKnowledge to Work!
ters. Many of these are subdivided like the naI t is generally agreed that interchange of ideas tional body, into professional groups, such as
makes for progress. The Special Libraries A m - Insurance, Commerce, Science-Technology, and
ciation is organized to exchange professional ideas so on.
between the librarians of special fields of activity.
T o give you a specific idea of typical organizaHere is the means whereby newspaper librarians tions represented in a chapter, I should like t o
from all over the country can meet to pass on t o mention briefly some in our Montreal Chapter:
one another the stunts, or methods that have Royal Bank of Canada, Sun Life Assurance Comsimplified each other's routine or enabled each t o pany of Canada, Canadian Induslries, Ltd., Ecole
solve some knotty problem. Here is the common Polytechnipue, Montreal Board of Trude, McClll
ground where the librarians of industry can assist University, Fored Products Laboratory of Camda,

-

-

-

-

-
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The Insurance Insttlute of Monlreal. Our Montreal
Chapter also includes two important librar~esin
Dominion Bureau of Slalislks
Ottawa -the
Library, and the Nalional Research Library.
Should any of my listeners be interested in
establishing some sort of special library for their
business office, institution, trade or civic association, I would suggest that they v i s ~ at n y of the
Canadian l~brariesI have just referred t o where,
I a m sure, the librarians will be glad t o explain
their organization.
As a matter of fact, the Special Libraries Association 1s anxious to be of assistance to any such
individuals, firms, or institutions who are considering a library for thew organization, as experience shows that it is much more satisfactory
to start such a n act~vitywith proper principles in
mmd. The Association has available several
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interesting publi~%tions,
including one just off the
press, entitled "The Specla1 L~braryin Business,"
which will b e found very helpful. These publications can b e obtained from our headquarters a t
a nominal charge for printing. And, of course, the
Special Libraries Association will heartily welcome into its membership any librarians whose
endeavors are in a n y way related to the scope of
activity of the Assoc~ation.
For those who might care to write to our headquarters for further information either about
organizing a library, or with regard to possible
affiliation, the address of our headquarters is
Special Libraries Association, 345 Hudson Street,
New York City. Or, as an alternative, our listeners a r e cordially invited to visit our Convention
Headquarters between now and Friday evening
a t the Mount Royal Hotel, Montreal.

How the Special Librarian Serves the Business Man
By Eltanor S. Cavanaugh

IN

SPEAKING of how the special librarian
can help the business man, it may b e well to
define just what is meant by "special l~brarian"
and how a "special" is different from a public
librarian. A special library is devoted t o a special
subject serving a special group, doing intensive
research work in highly specialized fields, thus
differing from a public library in that a public
library must necessarily cover a great number of
subjects and must serve a great number of clients
with a wide variety of interesp, thus narrowing
the service supplied t o the chents.
There are now in the United States some 1,500
business organizations maintaining libraries
within their own organization. The staffs of these
libraries range from 4 or 5 to 45 or 50 in the larger
libraries. T o these firms the library is as an integral part of their oflice set-up as t h e ~ accountr
ing or sales department, as a new business or trust
department of a bank, or as the actuarial department of an insurance company.
Fifty years or so ago, a large business was more
or leaa run by the intelhgence, initiative, and
individual ability of its officers They undoubtedly knew all about their own particular business
and probably a little about their competitor's, but
it is doubtful whether they knew- or even
cared -about
what was going on in other
industries, or about the economic forces underlying and influencmg the entire busmess structure.
Nor did they appreciate the importance of the
broad stat~stical picture in all industries as
relating to their own affairs.
However, during, and directly following the
last war, business executives became acutely

aware of facts and the importance of statistical
information in the conduct of their own busineas.
This sensing of the missing link in the set-up of
their organization gave special libraries their
biggest impetus. So that today when an executive
has a major problem to decide it IS to the library
he turns for facts and in for ma ti or^ on which t o
base his conclusion. He uses data supplied by
them t o build new plans, formulate new policies,
or perhaps t o plan a sales campaign.
T h e business executive today knows only too
well what happened last year, what happened
yesterday, and what is happen~ngtoday - what
is most vitally important to him is what may
poss~blyhappen tomorrow. And here is where the
special librarian can be invaluable.
If a librar~anknows her organization and all its
ramifications, she can be the eyes and ears, as well
a s the advance news agent, for her executives. Her
job is t o watch the news -news that comes
through current channels, such as: newspapers,
trade associat~ons,research agencies, state and
federal bureaus, statistical organizations and
hundreds of other sources. She must be able t o
evaluate this information; discard what is not
pertinent, as well as that which emanates from
biased o r unreliable sources; she must organize it
for immediate use and long before such infomation is twenty-four hours old, she must call it t o
the attention of those members withill her
organization to whom it is of interest. A apecial
librarian must watch new industries and new
developments in old ones; she must, in fact, have
the ability t o recognize a meager news item of
today a s possible front-page news of tomorrow.
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Never before, especially in the United States,
have there been so many factors directly affecting
business as there are today. Never before has
there been so much legislation having a direct
bearing on all industries. For instance: banking
legislation, security regulation, chain store and
sales taxes, social security legislation, corporation
and process taxes, Supreme Court decisions, trade
agreements with foreign countries, tariffs, labor
agreements, and a hundred and one other items
that would tax the time of any one executive if
he had to accumulate, organize, and follow the
trend of this information for himself. But he
doesn't have to. This is the librar~an'sjob. And
by doing it well, the special librarian has, in the
past twenty-five years, justified the judgment of
those executives who realized the need of some
organized and centralized fact-finding department within their own organization.
Perhaps a few examples t o show just how a
librarian can and does help a firm will illustrate
my topic. One of the oldest and largest manufacturers of a basic commodity decided to find
new uses for their product and to make a survey
of all industries using this particular raw material.
This firm has no library, therefore it sent its
research man into the field t o make the survey.
After traveling hundreds of miles and spending
several weeks of valuable time as well as some of
t h e firm's money, he landed in a large fact-finding
organization. He was immediately directed t o its
library and as a result of a few mmutes' conversation in which he stated his problem, the resources
of this library were placed a t his disposal. The
material in question happened to be a ten-year
record of production and sales of about 100
commodities using his firm's product. He stayed
a week and worked every day from nine to five,
a t the end of which time he had his survey practically completed. He expressed his gratitude and
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also his amazement that he could find in any one
place and so readily accessible, so much information - information that he and his firm had
expected t o spend months of time and hundreds
of dollars in compiling. Had this large organization had a library, the research man need not
have left his own building.
In another instance, an executive of the concern, together with a representative of the Employees Union of this organization, called on hia
library to get "cost of l~vingfigures" t o be used as
a basis of wage adjustment. Two days later the
same officer called the librarian t o say that
thanks to the information with which he had
been supplied, a strike had been averted.
One firm, through data supplied by its library,
recently changed its fuel-buying pol~cy,thereby
saving ten thousand dollars a year.
The advertising department of a newspaper in
a large southern city wished to make a survey of
spendable income in a territory it served. A large
percentage of the information for this extensive
survey was obtained from the public library in
their c ~ t y - one of the few large p u b l ~ clibraries
having a business department in charge of a
specially trained librarian. Again this involved
dollars and cents of the newspaper in question.
A large insurance company was asked what
would be the chances of life and death in Guatcmala. At first glance t h ~ might
s
appear t o be a not
too bright request and one that was impossible
to answer. But by using recent reports of the
Medical Department of the United Fruit Lines,
League of Nations reports, back copies of the
N e v York Times for records of uprisings, strikes,
and economic conditions; other reports of altitude, sanitation, weather, water supply, etc., it
was anmared by the insurance company's librarlan, as accurately a s such a request could be
answered.

Putting Government Documents to Work

By

I

Angus

T IS always a pleasure to me to find myself

among my Canadian friends, and t o enjoy
again the fresh and stimulating experience of a
Canadian welcome. The immediate occasion of
m y presence here as Director of the British
Library of Information in New York City is t o
attend the Conference of the Special Libraries
Association in the city of Montreal, now drawing
t o a close, where as librarians we have been
exchanging experiences and discussing the intricacies of our several problems, not, I hasten to add,
without the accompaniment of the amenities
offered by thin fine city.

S. Fletcher
The Library of which I am director is a British
institution - it is called the British Library of
Information, and is the h s t and only official
British institution of its kind. I t was established
in the year 1920 and attached to the British
Consulate-General in the city of New York. Its
task is t o serve the general public as a library of
authoritative information on British affairs, and
it is also the office to which appropriate questions
are referred by the British Embassy and Consulates in the United States
As a library it is an extremely interesting
experiment in putting government documents t o
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work, for it is primarily a library of what we in
the Empire call "blue books." I t contains some
twenty thousand official documents and two
thousand reference books and other works, and
current files of a number of periodicals and newspapers a s well as pamphlets and clippings.
Its principal resourats consist of a selection of
the official publications of Great Britain and the
Over=s Empire. These publiations, owing t o
their wide range, authoritative character, and
good technical production, form an unequalled
and convenient source of factual information on
current political, economic, and social develop
ments in the British Empire. Almost every aspect
of governmental activity is dealt with in one or
more of these publications, as, for example, Law,
Administration, Foreign Policy, Public Health,
Education, Housing, Unemployment, Commerce,
and Statistics of all kinds. Such official publ~cations are in fact often the sole or principal source
of information on particular subjects.
Supplementary to these official publications
the Library contains standard works of reference,
such a s the leading encyclopaedias and the
Oxford dictionary, books on topics of particular
interest, such as the law of the Constitution, the
Cambridge history of British foreign policy,
surveys of international affairs, national finance,
studies in social and legal h~story,and travel in
the British Islen. Primarily the Library deals with
the immediate concerns of the Old Country. We
do not, for example, answer questions on the
domeetic affairs of Canada, but refer them to the
Canadian Legation a t Washington or t o the highly
efficient Canadian Trade Commissioner in New
York. There is, however, a collection of books
and documents on the Indian Empire.
As you will readily understand, because of its
specialized character and the experience and
background of its staff, the British Library is able
t o provide detailed mformation on the British
a a p c t s of a large number of eubjects. I t is in
touch with other libraries and authorities in the
United States and Great Britain, and is therefore
usually able t o suggest alternative sources when
complete information in not available ,in the
Library. Through i t you may purchase the
publications issued by the British Government
and by certain national museums and galler~ea.
For convenience prices are payable in United
States currency. The monthly catalogue of official
publications is available free of charge on application.
During this brief account of the British Library

of Information the question has no doubt arisen
in your minds, why is it that a service so useful
and (may I not say?) so admirable, should be
provlded b y Great Britain for the benefit of the
American and Canadian public?
T h e answer is t h a t the affairs, the interests,
w e n the daily pursuits of the peoples of Great
Britain and t h e Overeeas Empire are, whether we
like it or not, a matter of primary interest if not
importance t o the Aperican people. I am not
going into t h e reasons for this. They are largely
historical; they are also connected with tradition,
race, political and legal conceptions, and the like.
I t is sufficient t o say that in consequence of this
interest, whenever foreign affairs are under discussion in the United States, and I imagine in
Canada, Great Britain'spolitical, economic, social
and cultural concerns receive, day in and day out,
a greater amount of attention from the American
press and platform than do those of any other
country. This interest and its attendant publicity
is one of the facts in Anglo-American relations,
and it is in response t o it that the British Library
of Information exists. Such a service might have
taken t h e form of mater~alspecially prepared for
American consumption, but even if anything so
costly had been financ~allypossible, it would have
been highly undesirable. The principle upon which
the Library was founded was to refrain from
propaganda and t o ptovideonlythe routine output
of official facts through which successive Br~tish
Governments account for their stewardship.
I t happens that the official publications of
Great Britain, like those of Canada and of the
United States, constitute the day to day and year
to year record of t h e political, administrative, and
s o c ~ a achiwements
l
of the State. They contam
those authoritatwe utterances and documents by
which governments are ordinarily judged, and
properly eo, and which must therefore be distinguished from what interested parties might wish
t o make us believe are the policies and acts of the
governments concerned. Official publications
cannot often risk grave inaccuracy, and under
democratic institutions few governments would
have t h e hardihood to be d~smgenuousin a blue
book. Whatever their limitations therefore official
publications remain, a t any rate in the countries
which make up t h e British Empire, an original
source of information of the first importance to
all persons ~nterestedin arriving aornewhere near
the truth concerning public atTairs, and as such
they command t h e respect and attention of the
librarian all the world over.
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Library Service to Business: an Appraisal
By Mary Louise Alexander, Manager
Library Research Department, Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc.

I

SHOULD feel it highly presumptuous of me
t o attempt an appraisal of special library
service to business, were it not for the fact that I
can report t o you the preliminary returns on a
very interesting survey which is being conducted
by S. L. A. in cooperation with several other
groups. This survey is providing us, as individual
librarians and as an association, an interesting
yardetick by which t o measure our progress and
future opportunities.
It is an appropriate time to take stock of ourselves t o make aure that the things we are doing
a r e right and in tune with the times. During the
depression most of us were devoting our energies
and thoughts to economy, t o short-cuts in our
daily work, and some of us indeed to preserving
t h e hbrary itself. Now that the worst of the depression has lifted, we can afford to make new
plans for the future. In this appraisal, then, let us
examine library service in business, but especially
ourselves, the extent and quality of the jobs we
do.
Although this is a joint session of the Commerce and Insurance Groups, the term business
really includes finance, newspaper work, science,
technology and almost all of the units within the
Special L~brary Association. The number of
libraries in all of these fields is indeed impressive,
b u t t o us librarians the scope and effectiveness of
the service we render is far more important than
mere numbers. And for the first time we have
some indication of what libraries are doing from
the Business Information Study now under way.
This survey grew out of a discussion a t the
Public Business Librarians Group meeting a t last
year's convention. These public librarians wanted
t o find out exactly what business men did when
they were faced with a specific problem: -did
they turn to thelr public library and, if so, was the
service they received adequate? In plannmg a
survey that would answer such questions, it was
learned that many other groups that supply information t o business men were also attempting
t o discover how adequate their service is. Such
groups are t h e publishers of trade papers and of
business books, the U. S. Government with its
numerous documents for business men, trade
associations with their varied research reports. I t
e m e d wise, therefore, to codrdinate the efforts

of all these groups and attempt 'to learn the business man's opinion and use of all information
Mlurces.
Accordingly a committee meeting, under the
chairmanship of Marian Manley, was called in
New York last November, and I personally was
surprised and pleased to find what interest the
project aroused. Two representatives were sent
by the University of Pennsylvania; one man came
from the Department of Commerce in Washington. An executive of McGraw Hill, and the secretary of an atxiciation of trade paper publishers,
attended the meeting. Several research organizations were represented, as well as Columbia and
New York University. There were five business
librarians present.
All who attended that meeting agreed that the
majority of the busineea men are not even beginning to take a'dvantage of the maas of useful information in print. Although their corporations
employ experts in accounting, purchasing and all
phases of business organization, they have no
conception of how to organize or make use of
library service. I t was decided, therefore, t o conduct a trial survey by mail t o see whether our
opinions would be confirmed. Letters and elaborate questionnaires were ma~ledto forty-seven
corporations. The repl~eswere extremely satisfactory. Thirteen presidents themselves answered
the questionnaires. Four replies came from treasurers, four from sales managers, six from personnel directors, and many from the directors of research. These companiea were scattered through
banking,
all of the major fields of business,
insurance, pubhc utilities, advertising, railroads
and manufacturing. Thirty-one out of the fortyseven corporations have a capital of one million
dollars or more.

-

Business men's replies to the questionnaire
While I cannot take time to summarize the
replies to each of the seventeen questions asked,
I can give you a few general conclusions. In asking busineas men where they habitually turn
when faced with a specific problem, we learned
that two sources are of almost equal importance
and help, trade papers and the leadmg trade assoc~ationt o which the corporation belongs. Following in importance are the commercial infor-
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mation services to which the company subscrlbee,
the Government, and lastly the public library.
I t was a shock to me to find none of these corporations saying that they turn to their own
company hbrary. Thirty-five of the forty-seven
companies claim to have a library, y e t when
asked, "What system have you for securing
current information?" twenty-five companies report they have none. T o be sure, most of the corporations say that they have set up machinery
for routing magazines, buying books, and so
forth. But these repliw surely indicate that if
these mmpanies have libraries, they a r e clearing
points only, and not giving real research service.
Another thing that bothered me was t h e complacency over their present arrangements. Some
companies explained that they had salesmen or
representatives in the field who knew far more
about their industry than could be found in
print; or that they "had all the information they
needed." Yet in answer to our question - "Have
recent economic conditions developed a greater
demand for facts?" - thirty replied in the affirmative.
T h e answer to one question should b e of very
great interest t o all of us. We asked w h a t were
the chief informational needs of each corporation,
and the replies showed these three subjects leading all the rest: business conditions, markets and
competition. Here is a hint to each of us t o build
adequate film on the markets for the products of
our companies, and on our competitors, and t o
keep our collection right up to the minute on conditions in specific locahties. So much for some of
the points covered by the queetionnaire.
When the results of this prelimmary survey
had been tabulated, a second committee meeting
was called to discuss further plans. T h e evidence
was pretty conclusive, but it was felt that i t
should be based on a greater number of retqrns
than forty-seven, and rn it is now planned to secure similar information from some five hundred
corporations in various parts of the country. T h e
subject interests universities t o the extent that
aome will adopt it as a project for their students
who will call on business men. Naturally much
better information can be secured in a personal
interview than through the mail. When all t h e
returns are in, members of our Committee feel
that the results should be given wide publicity in
trade and business papers, and that eventually
the entire subject of library service should be
presented to each industry through t h e annual
conventions of major trade associations. I imagine
that, within a year or so, we shall be hearing
much about this.

Librarians' re~lieslo a pucstionnaire
T o supplement the above information, chiefly
because we felt t h a t it did not reveal a true picture of special library service, we prepared a quwtionnaire for corporations uilh libraries. These
were sent to the head librariana of each organization which is n member of the Commerce
Group of S. L. A. One hundred and twenty-five
quest~onnaireswere mailed. Twenty-two replies
were received in time for tabulation. The libraries
represented are of various kinds: four advertising
agencies, four manufacturers, four trade associations, three retail organizations, three public
libraries and the rest miscellaneous
The replies from these librarians present a picture of which we may be very proud. It is extremely gratifymg t o find libraries well entrenched
and their servicc much appreciated in some of the
major corporations of this country. But again I
can give you only the high spots of the findings.
We asked first what departments the library
chiefly served. T h e returns show that libraries
most often serve research departments either
technical or market research, secondly the executive, and third the sales and advertising divisions
of their companies.
We asked whether the people within the organization came t o the hbrary automatically or
whether it was necessary to route material, seek
conferences, and otherwise promote the use of t h e
library. While all methods are used, our returns
show that the libraries are definitely an integral
part of the organization, and that it is not necessary to push or promote them to any great extent.
We asked whether the librariana assembled
material for thc use of others, or whether they did
the actual research and gave the ansacrs to questions. Both methods are used in nearly every
company. As is natural, materlal is more a p t t o
be assembled if the problem is technical and research done on t h e more general problems.
The questionnaire inquired as to what type of
work the library regularly performs and the
range of subjects i s a broad, interesting one, and
ample proof of special library versatdity. Such
subjects as these were mentioned over and over
again: statistics, markets, advertismg, industries,
selling, budgets, new products, material for
magazine articles and for the company newsletter, government information, legnl data, shop
methods and pictures.
Other points in the qucstionna~rehad to do
with who specifies the material to be purchased
for the library (and there is overwhelming evidence that the librarian is the deciding factor);
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whether or not the library was the clearing point
for all magazine subscriptions (and the returns
show that this money saving function is invariably performed by the library). We inquired how
the librarian brought material to the attention of
her company and, as one might expect, the chief
ways arc: through book reviews, book lists, circulation of clippings and other material, as well as
by personal contact. I n answer to the question as
t o the number on the library staff and how many
were library trained, we found that half of the
companies had a library staff of only one or two
permns, while the remaining ran as high as thirteen. In only four casm were there no trained
librarians. This, incidentally, gives us additional
proof of the fact that libraries cannot be operated
by secretaries in their spare time, and that
trained permns must be employed if thecompany
wants real service. Our final question asked
whether or not the president and other top execut i v e ~of the company, themselves, used the
library and knew of its work. The answers were
quite violently in the affirmative In almost every
case. This is fine since we all know that unless our
library is known and appreciated by our chief
executives our chance for growth is not particularly bright.
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sweral revealing statements within the last few
weeks. The magazine Adomtising & ScUing recently carried the story of a survey of advertising
agency service, and in their issue of May 7, 1936,
there is this, "What is the most important consideration in choosing an advertising agency?
A summary of the replies of 225 large advertisers
showed the most important thing to them is a
knowledge of industries and markets." Yet it was
further stated that 86% of the agencies lacked
such knowledge.
Only last week a dinner was held in Philadelphia in honor of Mr. Charles C. Parlin to celebrate the 25th anniversary of market reeearch.
An editorial in Advnlising Age made this comment, "The developments of the next few years
will emphasize the trend in the direction of
clearer visualization of marketing possibilities,
problems and polic~esthrough more complete
collection, organization and interpretation of
significant facts." Those last few phrases practically duplicate the slogan of S. L. A.

What S.L.A . can do
If we accept the fact that an educational carnpaign is needed to show the value of libraries in
business, then we should make immediate plans
for such a project. This is not the duty of the
What the surucys m n
Commerce Group alone, but needs all the weight
Well, these surveys furnish much more infor- and influence which the Association itself can
mation than we have previously had concerning bring to bear. I think that all of us members have
our own effectiveneaa. What are their implica- a right t o expect of S. L. A. a vigorous publicity
tions, how can we use them? To me, there are program. This, of course, will include adequate
many important meanings. First the large survey leaflets and literature couched in the business
proves that special librarians have not even man's terms and written specifically to answer
scratched the surface in applying their talent t o his problems.
business. Three years ago we made mme statistiWe should expect of S. L. A. an adequate
cal eatimates of the number of libraries in some of training, recruiting and employment program.
the important fields, and the number of organi- Many of us who are promoting the development
zations still without them. For instance, we esti- of SPECIAL
LIBRARIES,
know that we do not now
mated there are only about 250 bank libraries in have enough good librarians to fill the jobs that
the more than 20,000 b a n b in the United States. are developing. We must be frank in admitting
Perhaps 300 out of the 2,000 daily newspapers that a very npecial type of person is needed in a
published in this country have libraries. There are businesa library, as well as an adequate subject
approximately 75 insurance librariea in the more background. We shall only hurt our came if we
than 1,200 important insurance companies in this fill positions with librarians who are obviously
country. There may be libraries in mme 500 not suited for these positions. I wish that every
business corporations, yet we all know that there group in this Association could bend every effort
are thousands and thousands of such organiza- toward urging young, attractive, alert and effitions that could be benefited by library m i c e . cient people into the field of special library work.
Thew figures surely indicate no degree of satura- This means telling the story in colleges, and pertion.
suading college graduates to take library training,
Although a sustained, broad educational pro- then arranging practice work in our own libraries
gram is needed in the busincw world, there-are, so that the graduate student may get some pracsome bits of evidence that business men are recog- tical background. It also m&ns analyzing our
nizing the importance of libraries. In my own present members and keeping adequate records
field of advertising, for instance, I have noticed of their accomplishments and interests. Our em-
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ployment program should be much more intensive and scientific, it seems to me, and should become a major activity in both the chapters and
groups within our Association.
One very logical development for S. L. A.
would be the employment of a trained librarian to
serve as a consultant to organizations wishing to
establish libraries. For several years I have been
urging the establishment of a reserve fund so that
S. L. A. could afford to undertake some of these
more constructive projects that need t o be done
for the profession. Just as I think each one of us
should search our souls and decide whether the
things we do are adequate and necessary and in
tune with the times, so I think the Association
should analyze its program. We have an excellent
headquarters' officeand a very efficient secretary,
but I feel that the "good housekeeping" that is
being done for S. L. A is not enough, and that we
should have funds and people to devote to more
constructive things.

to study current developments in our own fields,
make ourselves read recent books and keep in
constant touch with the few key papers covering
our subjects? Could we not start an intensive
program within our organization of submitting to
executives some of the valuable material that
goes over our desks; of making unsolicited reports
of situations affecting our company, and doing
much more complete research than ever before?
In my opinion, the goal of each of us should be to
become research experts rather than simply good
librarians.
In talking with business men, I received several
pointers which I mean to apply in my own library. The first, of course, is to emphasize the
three subjects which our survey showed interest
businesa men most, namely business conditions,
markets and competition. One business man said,
"Cultivate the younger men in your organization, they are the business executives of the future." We librarians know that as a rule the
younger men are much more library-minded than
What each of us can do
the older type of executive.
Now for some of the lessons from these surveys
More than one business man pointed out that
for us as individual librarians. The answers to the special library should become the clearing
some of these questions seem to paint a very rosy point for each organization's activities, and that
picture, but several allowances must be made, as it should mlvage records of the company and colreplies from twenty-two librarians do not consti- lect and organize its day-to-day experience. The
tute a sufficiently large aample. AE is always the library should certainly build company archives.
Another suggestion is that the library keep a
case, the very busy and efficient librarians answered this questionnaire, and the less active and card file or directory of the key people in Lhe comalert people failed to do so. To supplement the pany together with their business history and
questionnaires sent to the members of our Com- brief biographical notes. Another busmeas man
merce Group, I made it a point to talk with a mid, " Don't just announce the purchase of a new
number of business men about their own libraries. book, listing some of the subjects which it covers,
I got a very definite impression that in many but apply that book to the problems of the
cases their library was not as ~mportanta depart- organization."
ment a s it could be; that the librarian was not
Other lessons which may be leaned from these
sufficiently aggressive, had not kept up with the surveys are that a s n~embersof S. L.A., we should
times, was not an authority on the problems of develop standards for the things we do. I do not
the organization. All of ue might well examine mean that we should still discuss the use of open
every routine process in our hbrary and decide in folders or closed envelopes, whether to mount
the light of changing times whether we should clippings or not t o mount, but more fundamental
continue in the same old way. Someone once sug- topics such a s clipping versus binding of rnagagested t o me that it would be a helpful thing if zines. At present I a m crusading for the cause of
head librarians of special libraries could change clipping. In our library, we have constant and
jobs occasionally, so that we might have a totally overwhelming proof of the value to business men
different slant on the methods we employ. With- of having a mass of current material instantly
out actually physically changing jobs, we could available. For our needs, indexing and binding of
get those new slants through our contacts with magazines could not possibly be as useful as our
members of S. L. A. if we would take the trouble. present practice of clipping everything as it comes
Should not each one of us think over the ex- in and building up large data files. Many special
ecutives and the important departments in our hbrarians do not agree with me, and I think that
organization, and decide whether the library is this Association should collect evidence as to
absolutely indispensable to them? If it isn't, the relative costs of binding and clipping, and comfault is undoubtedly our own and not with the parative space requirements of bound magazines
executive or department. Should we not resolve as against vertical files. Incidentally, this whole
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subject of information files is just in its infancy.
S. L. A. should become the headquarters for information on filing because it is a term and function that busineas meq know and need. Film can
be the opening wedge for many a fine library.
In addition to developing standards I think
that a s members of S. L. A. we should do more
things coiiperatively. We should share eome of
our expeneive books and servicea and magazines.
Linda Morley, who is one of our most constructive members, told me years ago that she felt
S. L. A. should establish a reservoir for certain
material which few of us can afford to buy or store
for occasional use. When S. L. A. gets more
money, such a project might be possible, but until then many of us might cwperate in this way
on a small scale. Miss Morley has carried out her
own theory to the extent of keeping an index of
holdings of certain special libraries in Radio City.
Although not so fortunately situated, others of us
might be equally ingenuous about helping each
other.
We could share some of the jobs we do. If one
library makes an exhaustive study of family incomes or expenditures, shall we say, then other
libraries might very well profit by that aame
analysis, since no confidential information is involved. I t has long seemed to me that such information should appear in our magazine. SPBCIAL LIBRARIES
is an excellent journal, but it has
always suffered bemuse it must serve two purposes as a reference tool for members and as
an interpreter of the Special Library movement.

-
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I wieh that the more general book reviews which
have been appearing recently, might be supereeded by notes and comments on specific working
tools for all of us. This ia certainly an age of specialization, not generalization. Working alone,
most of us can hope to cover only a very small
held. Working together in S. L. A. we can hope
to do a thorough creditable job.
There is one more lesson for S. L. A. The ourveys prove the value of working with other large
groups such as publishers and trade associations.
New fields are constantly opening up as witnese
our present project in cotiperation with the Central Statistical Board in Washington. As you all
know, Miss Arynesn Joy, the statistician of that
Board, has been sent to attend this conference,
and we hope to develop very helpful plans for
indexing statistical murcee and broadening the
use of accurate statistics.
We mqst all remember that the special librarian's contribution to businese is unique, that
there is no one else in the field of businesa equipped
to collect, organize and produce quickly all mrta
of information. Neither has any one else our opportunity to reflect the needs and interests of
business men. Until recently we have played
pretty much in our own back yard. In my opinion
the time has come to branch out both as individuals and as an h i a t i o n . The future is
limited only by our intereat and our ab~lities.If I
may be allowed to use the modern vernacular, my
final word in this so-called appraisal would be,
"We have a toe in the door, now let's go placw."

Association Business

THE

big achievement of the session was passing the proposed Constitution. Thie Constitution, with the By-Laws, was discussed,
amended from the floor, adopted, and is now in
effect. The revised copy will appear in the SepLIBRARIES.
Since an
tember number of SPECIAL
amendment giving Associate members the right
t o vote had been added to the old Constitution
Thursday, all members present were able to vote
on the new Constitution.

crease of 49%. The New York Chapter led the
field in number of new members, with the New
Jersey and the Boston Chapters necond and third
in this respect. The highest per capita financial
support was given by the Connecticut Chapter,
with average per capita dues of $5.82. The best
record as to full payment of dues was made by
the New Jersey Chapter, which had all member.
ships paid by May 31st, 1936.

Another important item on the calendar of
Association business was the award of the Gavel
for the highest percentage increase terms of paid
up Active members, over the preceding year. The
Montreal Chapter, for the second time, won this
award with a percentage increase of 169%. The
New Jersey Chapter came second in the list with
a percentage increase of 81%, and the Connectlcut Chapter came in third with a percentage in-

The publication program of the Association
was discussed at the meeting of the Executive
Board and Advisory Council. The Board approved
the expenditure of $141.49 for printing the new
publication, "The Special Library in Businem."
In this manual of sixteen pages the Association a t
last has filled a need of many years' standing for
a concise yet stimulating story of what a special
library can mean.
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On the request of the Group, and with the approval of the Executive Board, the name of the
Civic-Social Group was changed t o Social Science Group a t this Convention.
At the Executive Board meeting, June 19th, it
was voted, following the recommendation from
the Association, that the 1937 Annual Conference should be held in New York City from June
16th-19th. Provision was made for a poesible
joint meeting with the American Library Aemciation on Monday, June 21st.
At the same meeting i t was voted that, in view
of the fact that the Engineering Index Advimry
Committee had completed its work, the Special
Libraries Association trusteeship be discontinued.
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The appointment of Miss Granville Meixell,
librarian of t h e Columb~aUniversity Applied
Science Library, a s delegate to the Annual Conference of t h e A~eociationof Special Libraries and
Information Bureaux in Oxford, England, in
September, was made by the Executive Board
during this m i o n .
I

*

*

The Executive Board also endorsed the project
of the National Historical Publications Commission recommending to Congress that provieion
be made for the assembling and editing, under the
supervision of the Commission, and the issuance
as a government publication of original materials
relating t o the ratification of the Constitution of
the United States and the first ten amendments
thereto.

Outgoing Mail
Dear Mary Jane:
T'S all over now - but did we have a good
time! Montreal is certainly a perfect place
for a convention -that is, of a very gay and festive type. I t is a crime that a t the last minute you
weren't able to get away, because I can't imagine
anyone who would have enjoyed the thing more.
Of course we were in a whirl from etart t o finish
and I am still having difficulty settling down after
the general excitement. The Montreal Chapter
evidently made every plan to see that all visitors
found what they wanted, met those they wished
to meet, and had no dull moments1
I hear that people were coming in all during
Monday. Those who got there early tucked in as
much sight-seeing as possible. Those who couldn't
get in until Tuesday morning had the city tour
to start the day. All through the Convention
there wereluncheons where the flowersand speakers and food and entertainment were delightful.
There were teas and receptions, besides the banquet. There were informal partiee of one kind and
another. We had a gay time!
Of course the programs were interesting, but,
after all, you can get the news about the programs elsewhere. Don't expect me to go into that.
All I can say there is that, as usual, unless a general session was on, your desires were pulled in
so many directions by such interesting topics
being discussed a t the same time In different
places that you just didn't know where t o turn.
Sometimes, in self-defense, people compromised
by not going t o a meeting, but instead joining
those informal hall conferences that are always
m helpful!.

I

T h e Commerce, Insurance, and Civic-Social
Groups, by combining and getting their meeting
on the only free night of the session, put over a
fast one. W e had heard whispers that since except
for this meeting it was a free evening, the time
might be devoted to sight-seeing and the attendance might be slim. We knew better, howwer, in
view of t h e program, and found we were just in
time t o get t h e last seats. More chairs had to be
brought in a s t h e meeting went on. People were
stand~ngin t h e back and a t the sides, and, while
people kept coming in, no one went out; that is no one b u t Elizabeth Wray. That was a bang-up
meeting and everyone was delighted with it.
A nice unscheduled bit was the short talk by
Mr. Wilson of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, and editor of " Domestic Commerce." We ~ e a l l yfeel quite set up in S. L. A. by
our popularity with government departments.
Mr. Wilmn broke into a vacation trip to stop for
the Conference, and Miss Joy of the Central
Statistical Board came up especially to get our
consideration of their problems, while of course
Dorsey I-Iyde was very much in evidence. DO
you remember him a s president of the S. L. A., or
was t h a t before your time? He certainly knows
from the ground up the principles on which the
S. L. A, was founded, and does his bit to help
steer the ship ofstate.
I suppose you know that for the first time
S. L. A, went on the air. That was really very
slick. Our honored first vice-president, William
Jacob, was the master of ceremonies in that connection, and, from what I heard, he was a firm.
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director of proceedings. His fine preparation
certainly produced good results. I heard h ~ own
s
swell talk over Frank Poole's radio, as a crowd
of us collected in his room. T h e next evening 1
joined another crowd and went t o the broadcasting headquarters and had the entertaining experience of seeing Eleanor Cavanaugh in a glass
cage while she p u t over a finished performance.
I was so sorry that the distractions of the Friday
afternoon gaiety interfered with my hearing Mr.
Fletcher, but I understand he did a fine job, too.
Have you ever realized what a good-looking
crowd we are? T h a t was certainly demonstrated
very clearly a t the banquet Thursday night. Of
course there had been several other occasions for
a little extra dressing and people seemed to respond t o the opportunity. The banquet was
really, a s always, a knock-out. The only thing to
be regretted about all this gaiety is that after the
banquet is over, just what happens? Somehow
we are all dressed up and have no special place
t o go. Of course a good many were seen in the
Piccaddly Club afterwards, and several groups
took moonlight drives on Mount Royal, but a
little extra something might be a good idea.
I t was a blow when we met a t the first general
session and, instead of seeing Mr. Stebbins presiding, learned from Mr. Jacob that our revered
president was a t home battling with the grippe.
Mr. Jacob made a fine substitute, however. We
all felt very much cheered when Mr. Stebbins
arrived In time t o give his president's address
Thursday morning and then t o preside a t the
meeting where the Constitution was discussed on
Friday. Mr. Jacob must have breathed a sigh of
rehef t o have Mr. Stebbins there for that session.
I t required a good knowledge of prliamentary
practice since the opinions on different parts of
the Constitution were divergent, and then somel
I t does my heart good, though, to attend a
meeting of t h a t kind and see how intelligent our
members can be in such discussion. I t is said,
isn't it, that there is nothing like a good, strong
critical element to keep an association on its
toes? T h a t is certainly true of S. L. A. I would
hate t o think life might become too placid in its
ranks. There doesn't seem to be too much danger,
however. As long as t h e members all show such
good sportsmanship and appreciation of the
point of view of others as was shown a t that
meeting, we can feel sure that constructive criticism will be a developing element in the Association. Perhaps our cooperation and tolerance
a t that discussion of the Constitution was induced by Mr. Brooks Claxton's talk on world
efforts for peace, which immediately preceded it.
He was euch a dynamic and constructive speaker

that his remarks went home. I have never heard,
a t a library conference, such applause as followed
his speech.
A nice addition to one of the general sessions
was the cordial telegram of greeting from Guy
Marion, another past president. He had planned
t o attend the Convention but in the end was
unable t o come away. His telegram, however,
was full of personal wishes and was warmly received by old friends in "convention assembled."
Speaking of long distance traveling, Miss
McCardle of T h e Fresno Bee, and Mr. Joshua
Smith of the Humble Oil Refinery a t Baytown,
Texas, had made a real effort t o get t o the Convention. From what they said to me, I gathered
that the Convention was more than worth the
effort Of course not many came from as far as
Texas and California, but Reatha Heeden came
north from Georgia and Geraldine Rammer from
Wisconsm. Mrs. I k k , Miss Mattson and Mrs.
Wallace ably represented the Illinois Chapter, as
did Mrs. Dorn, Mr. Pettit and Miss Curtiss, our
friends in Michigan. We missed Adelaide Kight,
Sue Wuchter, Rebecca Rankin, Marion Mead,
and perhaps most of all, Ruth Savord. But it
was great fun t o renew many old acquaintances.
I noticed Marian Manley was looking rather
smug over the fact that the Newark Businem
Branch held the palm for the number of nonresident representative members in attendance.
Mrs. Chamberlin, whose signature is so well
known to members through her former Duplicate
Exchange Committee work, and Miss Pasek, one
of the younger members of the Association, were
two other representatives of the Newark Business Branch that were there. I don't know
whether you can count husbands as delegates.
I t was entertainmg to see how families rallied
t o support their members a t the Constitution
meeting. I noticed that Mr. Winser and Mrs.
Jacob sat through the whole session immediately
behind their voting partners, while Mr. Pettit
was backed by Ford, Junior, who is going t o get
all the low-down on convention proceedings.
I hope you have gathered from this that we had
a grand party. That is really the best way to
describe it. We settled a lot of important busineas
and we have a clear field for action for another
year. We had a marvelous time and we owe the
Montreal Chapter a big debt of gratitude for
giving us a swell time and helping us all t o be
even better friends among ourselves than we have
been. All in all, I can only wind up by saying
what I know you echo, it certamly is worth
while t o be a working member of S. L. A.1
Yours

-

SUE.
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Heard Here and There

S

UBJECT headings formed a major topic of
discussion official and otherwise. Publication
plans anent subject headings came up a t the Executive Board and Advisory Council meeting.
Again, almost all of the g o u p s were interested in
eome development of this problem. A constructive step was taken by the appointment of a cooperative committee with representatives from
the different interested groups to consider standard forms of arrangement for subject heading
lists and similar problems.
The Montreal Chapter developed a new form of

S. L. A. publicity when it produced a souvenir
booklet that supplemented the S. L. A. program.
This very attractive 32 page booklet included a
reading list of books about Canada, a note about
Montreal, the names of convention committee
chairmen and local repreaentatives, a list of specia1 libraries in Montreal, a guide to shops, and a
series of advertisements. The compact information in this souvenir proved useful to many.
One of the interesting items distributed a t the
convention was a detailed list of books for a
newspaper library, compiled by Miss Frances
Curtiss for the Newspaper Group. This extenswe
list will be helpful as a checklist for such a
library. The starring of the most important books
does much t o increase its usefulness.

* * *
For the first time in several years, S. L. A. had
a number of exhibits from publishers and binders
a t this convention. The exhibits were near convention headquarters and were the object of much
favorable attention from those attending the
convention.

* * *

Of the S. L. A. display of publications, probably the most carefully examined was the new
"Special Library in Business," which, because of
its concise treatment, is useful as an introduction
to special hbrary work. The price of 50 cents
makes it an inkxpensive bit of propaganda. Printers' Ink for July 2 , 1936,aays oi it: "This little
pamphlet is a good exposition of what a special
library can do for a company and how t o organize
this type of activity. Recommended l~tglilyto any
business man who is interested in understanding
the fundamental possibilities and problems of a
company hbrary."

* * *

One of the most interesting items noted during
the convention was the "Directory of Federal

Statiafical Agencies," compiled. by the Central
Statistical Board and available on request. This
is a particularly helpful guide to the important
statistical matter available in Washington.
Among t h e items relating to special librarians
or to S. L. A. activities are recent notes in Publishers' Weekly, in Business Week, in the summer
, in the Nnu York
iasue of t h e Library R ~ mand
Times.
The article on page 28 of Blcstness Week, June
20th, is a fine, condensed statement of the work
of S. L. A. under t h e title, "For Finding Facts."
This story gives, in short form, the history and
the activitiee of special libraries, eaying that
"they grow in number as business needs incrcasing information for its job."
Publishers' WeekJy, June 20th, devotes page
2430 to a story of the winter activities of t h e
Civic-Soclal Group of the New York Chapter.
The title, "Over t h e Coffee Cups" is the keynote
ior the informal contact with publishers carried on
under the direction of the chairman, Hazel E.
Ohman.
T h e Nnu York Times for Friday, June 26th,
had a column story on a list of 59 works of fiction
outlining lifein New York City that was compiled
by Rebecca B. Rankin, librarian of the Municipal
Reference Library. This list, published first in
the City Record, is furnished to applicants lor
Civil Service posts in the city of New York.
One of t h e most generally enjoyable of the
library publications is the Library Revinu, published a t Coatsbridge, Scotland, with Robert D.
McLeod a s editor. A particularly pleasant feature
of t h e summer issue is the note on page 212 to 274
by Angus Fletcher on t h e books that influenced
him, with "Swiss Family Robinson " holding
first place.

*

A new name appears on the Cumulative Bulletin of Public Affairs Information Service with the
appointment of Marian C. Manley, librarian of
the Business Branch of the Newark Public Library t o t h e Publication Committee of Public
Affairs Information Service. Mias Manley succeeds Mr. Goddard, whose death left a vacancy
on this committee. The other members are Frederick C Hicks, librarian of the Yale Law School;
Dorsey W. Nyde, Jr., Director of Archival Service, t h e National Archives, Washington, D. C.;
Joseph L. Wheeler, librarian of the Enoch Pratt
Free Library, Baltimore, Md.; and Rollin Alger
Sawyer, chief of t h e New York Public Library,
Economics Division. chairman.
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Reports of Officers and Committees
The President's Report

T

RADITION requires the President to rise
a t this time and occupy your attention for a
few moments with some account of the Association's doings and some comment on its activities.
After I assumed otlice and secured possession
of t h e presidential files I discovered that the
Nominating Committee had written of me behind
my back, " H e has a calm and collected disposition, and many sound ideas." Now that's rather
a large order t o live up to. A few Ideas, more or
less sound, have been taking shape in my mind
and I want t o give you my impressions of some
of the current trends. No great change has taken
place in our fundamental aims and objectives,
b u t a fresh viewpoint may be helpful.
In summarizing t h e past year I shall make the
briefest possible mention of what we have done,
for you will hear this in all necessary detail from
those who are t o follow me.
Increased revenue from advertising has made
Borne expansion of SPECIAL
LIBRARIESpossible.
Associate members a r c for the first time being
kept in touch with national activities by a quarterly bulletin. T h e first number contained the
best brief descriptive outline of the Association's
work I have ever seen. I am not sure but that
institutional and active members are suffering a
real deprivation in not receiving this bulletin.
T h e Technical Book Review In&, initiated last
September, has appeared monthly and various
obstacles have been surmounted by its competent
editor. A grant of three thousand dollars from the
Carnegie Corporation has allowed promotional
and editorial work t o be pushed with renewed
confidence. Almost more pleasing than the money
is t h e knowledge that our application was granted
without question by a board of hard headed
indiv~duals whose duty ~t is to turn down
visionary, idealiatic and impractical requests
from librarians and others.
T h e work of the Duplicate Exchange Committee has expanded enormously. The Membership
Committee has again done remarkable work. A
new committee on statistical indexes has great
possibilities, a s you have heard this morning.
You wilI hear of the projects that have occupied
t h e ten groups during the year.
Chapter activities will also be summarized for
you before this program closes. Our baby chapter
In New Jersey has set its parent an example by
successfully drawing up, revising, discussing and

adopting a constitution. This convention is the
best evldence of how the Montreal Chapter has
prospered. It demonstrates once more what the
inspiration of the convention's coming can do for
a chapter-in membership gains, in cohesion and
in general inspiration. As I watched plans develop
this year I wasespecially pleased that the Chapter
was adapting its convention plans to local conditionsand was not too much fettered by the slogan,
"It always has been done!"
Three chapters San Francisco Bay Region,
New Jersey, and recently New York- have
voted not to accept local members, and to limit
their numbers t o those who are certified to them
by the National Association. I rejoice in this
trend, and in t h e large number of former aseociate members who have continued their national
affiliation. I d o not lay it down as a goal t o be
attained by every chapter. In certain cities the
chapters draw substantial numbers from public
and general librariea, and fulfill t o aome extent the
functions of a local library club. These local
members add strengh to the chapter, and the
strength of the chapter is indirectly the strengh
of the national body. I t is a cardinal principle of
Special Libraries Asmiation to allow great
freedom to it8 chapters and not t o dictate the
details of their administration.
I have visited this year exactly half the local
bodles. There have been some inter-chapter
visitations by leading members. The more of this
the better. Older and larger chapters have little
difficulty with their programs. Newer and smaller
bodies need t h e stimulus of outside speakers t o
arouse enthusiasm, to learn more about the Association and to show its worthwhileness to their
communities.
Our First Vice-president, Mr. William F.
Jacob, conducted an S. L. A, round table a t the
New York and New England Regional Library
Conference a t Lake George, N. Y., last September. A number of chapters have held joint
meetings with groups outside our own Association. We were represented a t the Annual Convention of Association of Special Libraries, our
sister organization in England, and we have
arranged to be represented this autumn. I a t tended the mid-winter A. L. A, meetings and
assured that Association that we were friendly
and coaperative.
External evidence that our own plan of organization is sound lies in the fact that other
bodies are patterning after us. The American

-
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Association of Law Libraries is just finishing its lines converging on this office, nor the amount of
first year with a permanent headquarters financed labor required in its administration. Because in
by our own plan of institutional memberships. A our daily work we members of the Association
new set-up for American Library Association has range over just about the entire field of knowledge
been ueriously advocated which closely resembles and because often not more than two o r three
our own scheme of subdivision by chapter.
people are engaged in a particular activity t h e
One year ago the Asaociation delegated to a amount of necessary record keeping a t Iieadcommittee the work of preparing for approval a quarters is far greater than one would expect in
revision of the constitution. This committee an Association of this size.
communicated with t h e chapters; it conferred
I have found that as the work of various comwith the Executive Board. A draft, the result of mittees piles up t h e line of least resistance is
much hard study, was published in SPECIAL always for the chairman to say, "Let t h e SecreLIBRARIES
for April. Reprints were distributed t o tary'soffice take this off the Committee's bands."
aesociate members, and are available here. The Now there 1s no doubt that from the standpoint
constitution will be recommended to you for of efficiency Association interests would best be
adoption tomorrow morning. Being a document served by a concentration of activities in its
prepared by fallible human beings it may not be permanent New York office. Were money availperfect even yet. Suitable opportunity will be able for cler~calassistance there is no question
offered for discussion and for perfecting modi- that a diligent and competent Secretary could
operate this centralized unit with an efficiency
fications.
President Alexander recommended in 1934 a and effectiveness which our widely diffused
financial committee whose duty should be long committees cannot give.
But is there anyone present this morning who
range planning so that continu~tyfrom year t o
year would be achieved. President Savord re- does not believe that this would be t h e death
newed this recommendation in 1935. This year blow of the Association? For a quarter century
such a committee- known by its constitutional and more we have struggled together, giving such
title of Auditing Committee- has been a t work. time and energy as we could t o build up a n d
I t has occupied middle ground between the advance the interests of the Association, t o put
permanent finance committee recommended by knowledge t o work in every quarter, and t o
Presidents Alexander and Savord and the former contribute our quota to the common reservoir of
Auditing Committee whose duty was merely t o professional inspiration. Does anyone doubt t h a t
see that the books were in shape. The Committee when we surrendered this work to a paid staff,
has taken auditing in its broadest sense and made no matter how efficient, enthusiasm and interest
constructive recommendations not only on ac- would decline, initiative would decrease, and t h a t
counts and bookkeeping, but on financial policy membership would eventually decline to a point
where Headquarters was no longer possible or
in general.
Most important of all the Committee's recom- necessary?
There is no question that much of the record
mendations was the transfer of part of the cash
balance into the form of a government bond, keeping connected with membership, collecting
marking the actual start of a reserve fund. This dues, paying bills, distributing publications,
I consider one of the most constructive actions answering inquiries, soliciting advertisements,
taken this year. Now, I am not going t o say the subscriptions and the like, should be centralized
Association was a t the crossroadsl Nearly every- in a permanent office. I think we really did reach
thing since the war has visited the crossroads, the crossroads in 1927 when we decided that this
and the traffic jam is so terrific we couldn't reach workshould no longerbecarriedon by vdunteers.
the crossroads if we tried! But I do say this, that But I firmly believe that the central office should
the time had come to decide whether the Assacia- be supplementary to the work of the members of
tion was t o continue year after year with no the Association, and not that volunteers should
greater financial asset than a varying cash balance supplement t h e paid staff.
in a bank, or whether it was t o fund part of its
Much of our volun~eerwork must bc done on
assets in a stable and permanent form. A five- the time of our organizations, or on our own time,
hundred-dollar bond has been purchased and is in or both. Whether or not the time of a n organizaaafe-keeping.
tion should be used for S. L. A. work involves the
Miss Clarke has carried on the work of t h e whole underlying philosophy of librarianship and
Headquarters office in a highly efficient way and I am not trying to solve, or even state that
a tremendous amount of work has gone through problem here.
the mill. Few members realize the multiplicity of
T o ease the requirements of those who have
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served the Association long and faithfully, and
to bring new blood and new ideas to the work
there is great need of drawing the newer and
younger members into activity. In recent weeks,
I have written to every chapter president and
every group chairman asking them who has done
effective work on their committees. I have had
a very gratifying response. Certainly the group8
and the chapters are the proper field for development of new tlmber. If a new and young member
has done 'good work here it is almost certain that
he or she is interested and will be glad to work in
a broader field.
To a greater extent than I have liked I have
called upon the peopleof proved ability and interest who have carried on so long -these men and
these women who have truly come to be the - I
almost made the terrific blunder of calling them
elder statesmen1 I have had to do this because I
have encountered a marked reluctance to undertake committee servlce and committee chairmanships. It is due in part to modesty and inferiority
cornpIexes, in part to unwillingneae to sacrificethe
time, in part I am afraid to lack of mterest. I am
somewhat disturbed over this trend and I feel it
necessary to repeat emphatically that we are an
organization of volunteers, and that the function
of the paid staff is to supplement and not to
supersede.
A year ago the New York Chapter deliberately
swept its old board out of office and replaced it
from the newer group. So far as I can learn the
Chapter has functioned just as efficiently and its
year has been just as successful asany in the past.
It is nonsense to nay that things can't go on if
the old stand-bys surrender the management to
some one else. Let's all, from the President down,
pitch in, t o t h e best of our ability, allot as wisely
as we can the time we find available, do the best
job we can, not take occasional criticism too
much to heart, nor worry too much about the
ultimate results.
Adequate representation of our two California
chapters in national activities has been much on
my mind. They have continued splendidly loyal
with very few opportunities for cdntact. I am
almost convinced that California should have
occasional representation on the Executive
Board, even though distance would restrict
contacts to correspondence.
A voice is raised now and then to the effect
that business librarians dominate this Association t o the exclusion of those more closely allied
with the professions. My answer is that the
market place from its very nature is vociferous,
and that other l~brariansmust take the limelight more, rather than business librarians less.
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We all need to be more vociferous in advertiaing the Association. Acting President Fletcher
s a ~ dyears ago that we must not wait until sheer
merit sells itself; that we must advertise and
sell our Association or the great world will paaa it
by. President Alexander said we ought to be telling our story in the colleges; that few college
students consider special library work because
they do not know of its existence. President
Savord said, "Don't be apologetic about offering
membership in the Association; it is a privilege to
join, not a charity."
I believe we should push harder toward getting
institutional memberships and be less content
with offering other forms. Surely if a library and
librarian are maintained at all, fifteen dollars is
not much to pay for all the direct and indirect
advantages accruing to the library and the librarian in a year. Don't we kill some of Gese
prospective institutional memberships by our
own apologetic attitude?
I can't emphasize too much that our Aseociation doesn't progress automatically. Membership
has increased, not automatically, but because for
several years we have had enthusiastic hard hitting chairmen, backed by a corps of loyal workers. Advertising has increased, not automatically,
but because the persistent Miss Clarke and the
dynamic Miss Manley have been everlastingly on
the job. As to how closely the welfare of the
Association is linked with its income, a year in the
President's office is an eye opener.
May I digress for one moment as I close?
Years ago I had a talk with Past President
Daniel N. Handy, whom very many of you know.
The subject was affiliat~onof chapters with the
national body. Mr. Handy compared it to what
he called "the contract of holy matrimony," and
mid that to make affiliation a succeas constant
concession would be necessary on both sides. He
stressed the idea that one must always be ready
to concede something if they expect to gain for
themselves and their asaociatea anything of
lasting value.
That interview made a deep impression on me.
I have seen many instances this year of individuals yielding a little something to each other and
then going on together with a better understandmg. If you have noticed any ability on my part
to make concessions; if I have been able now and
then to help the Association forward a little by
rurrendering some of my preconceived ideas, I
want you to know that my attitude dates from
that conversation with President Handy, yearn
ago.
HOWARD
L. STEBBINS.
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Treasurer's Report

Technical Book Review Index.. ... $3,157 . l l
Trade Aesaciation ............ 2,899 64

OR a n officer new to the intr~caciesof the
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $12,313.73
Bond.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
508 80
financial management of the Association this
has also been a year which has called for changes
Grand Total. ...........
in set-up to handle the growing needs of t h e
T h e Financial Summary for 1935, covering both
Association.
First there was the decision which was voted receipts and disburaements, is properly a part of
upon last June to try out the new Associate this annual report.
MILDRED
B. POT~ER.
Membership. This has met with enthusiastic
response and we have already collected more than
$225 over our estimated 1936 budget. I t is most
Report of the Secretary
encouraging.
INCE t h e work of the Headquartersofice is so
T h e Auditing Committee made an intensive
closely interwoven with the activities of t h e
study of our finances, and as a result of the research beg~nningJanuary Ist, 1936, the Executive National Officers, Committees, and Groups,
Board voted to cont~nueonly one general checking and with the Chapter organizations, the Secreaccount in the National City Bank of New York, tary wishes t o report today only a few matters
Varick Street Branch, for all disbursements. of general Interest.
Parlicularly w ~ l lI not take your time t o enuThere would also be one savings account continued in the Bowery Savings Bank for t h e reserve merate the number of conferences, Lelephone infundsof the Association, which would accumulate quir~es,letters, printed matter, bookkeeping and
banking- entries, mailing list changes, sales of
interest.
In addition to the reserve fund in t h e Bowery publications, membership, subscriptton, and
Savings Bank, a Government Bond was pur- convention details, as well as countless other
chased for the Association for the amount of items which a r e handled regularly. Suffice i t t o say
that the total activities have quadrupled in t h e
$508.80.
T h e new procedure, as recommended by the last two years, and the widening consciousness of
Auditing Committee and approved by the the public in special library work is extremely
Executive Board, called for bookkeep~ngentries gratifying.
Exhibits during the last year have been disto record the items of receipts for t h e various
departmental activities. This necessitated a new played a t the annual conferences of the New York
form of Monthly Financial Statement, which has Library Association, Bolton Landing; the A m been in use since January 1st. I t givea a clearer ciation of Special L~braries and Information
Bureaux, Cambridge; and the Ill~noiaState Lipicture of our finances and activities.
Our incoming dues show pleasing results since brary Association, Rocldord; as well a s a t t h e
January 1st over the same period last year. Wisconsin and Milwaukee Industrial Exposition.
However, we muat bear in mind that the latter during which a booth was operated by t h e Milhalf of the year will probably show much less waukee Chapter. In addition, permanent displays
income. There ia also another point t o mention in of publlations and periodicals are maintained by
this connection, namely, the large amount of dues and kept up t o date for ten Chapters.
With t h e office echedule operating smoothly a s
and subscriptions which are prepaid. This amount
should be deducted t o show the actual condition organized in daily departmental activities, t h e
of the year's finances. So we must not allow our- major portion of the Secretary's time is being
selves to be too optimistic as we look over the devoted to three main projects for the advancement of our Association work:
figures each month.
First, concentration on the revenue-producing
T o summarize, the balances as of M i y 3lst,
departments in the obtaining of additional sub1936 are as follows:
scriptions for SPECIALLIBRARIES
and Technicul
'General Operations . . . . . . . . . . . $4,639.91 Book Rcvicw Index; a n increased advertising proSPECIAL LIBRARIES... . . . . . . . . .
239.78
a wider sale of the
Publications.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,377 29 gram for SPECIALLIURARIES,
various publications; and an increased memberF i n e per cent of Ihe Instilulimal and Active numbersh~b ship, principally in the Institutional and Active
dues. or 5271.34. lu of May Jlsl. 1936 I S earmrked for
classifications;
SPBCIN,LIBMI= but i s not dcdl~tedfrom Ccnerd OPeraSecond, publicizing the Association and its
lims in bmkbe+sPIn#rcmrds rn1J I k c b of ~Nu year
t To this r u n rho& be nddrd 1L $271.34 rormarkd far work through wider contacts with other organizations and key individuals outaide our membership
SPBCIAL
LIBMI=.

F
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roster, together with a broader range of eervice
releases, inchding both organizational activities
and publication scope; and
Third, closer cooperation with the various
operating units of the Assoc~ation,not only to
strengthen and help the present projects with a
view t o increasing t h e interests of the organization, but also t o assist in the installation of informational and research libraries in both business
and profesaional lines.
ELIZABETH
LOISCLARKE.

Report of the Auditing Committee

T
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This rule should not apply to Group publications,
nor to the Trade A m i a t i o n Bureau items. The
new Technical Book Review is intended t o be
self-supporting, but transactions concerning it
might be shown in the Publications Accounts
under a sub-heading.
The Committee was strongly of the opinion that
the Association should institute a plan by which
part of the operating surplus should be ear-marked
each year, and thus a reserve fund established.
An Association w ~ t hthe national standing of the
Special Libraries Association should, it was felt,
have some assets other than its good name after
twenty-five years' existence. Accordingly, the
Committee suggested that a sum of $500 be
invested in an appropriate security.
The Committee emphasized its belief that while
the finances of the Association are in a satisfactory
condition (considering the nature of the Association, the status of a large part of its membership,
and the difficult times through which we have
been passing), it can see no reason to abate the
careful attention t o economy which has brought
the Association safely through the last four years.
ANGUSS. FLETCHER.

H E Auditing Committee was appointed on
July 29, 1935, and charged with the duty, in
addition t o supervising the annual audit, of looking into and reporting on the system under which
the Association's books and accounts were kept,
a s well a s of advising on the general state of the
Association's finances. Interim reports have been
made from time t o time to the Executive Board.
T h e Committee arranged for the annual audit,
which has been duly completed.
Having examined the books of account, they
recommended t o the Executive Board that the
Association's books and accounts should be kept
o n a functional basis under the three principal
Report of the Editor
headings: Magazine, Publications, Membership
and Headquarters Office. The Committee sugAST year we stressed the need for further
cooperation between readers of the magagested that all statements issued to members
should be general In character and as simple as zine, members of the Association, and advertisers.
possible, and it submitted detailed forms of state- Now rather than concern over advertising, the
ments for t h c Board's approval.
Editor's chief problem is " making-up " the magaWith regard t o the magazine, the Committee zine. There are two aspects to this, -one,
was not ready to suggest what permanent per- accumulating the material; the other, fitting it
centage of dues, if any, should be allocated to the into a limited number of pages. The first problen~
revenue of that activity. At present it seems wise has been easy t o meet during the past year.
t o set aside a n amount sufficient to cover the Rather than a shortage of material, we have had
difference between the present income and costs. to face the question of how to fit that offered t o us
Should subscriptions and advertising show a into reasonable space. Not only did we have an
great increase, t h e position of the magazine might unusual number of papers from the Convention,
be reconsidered. Based on the experience of the but the Chapters have sent us papers, and many
current year, t h e sum of $270, which is approxi- articles have come t o us for consideration.
mately 5 % of the estimated Institut~onaland
Our surveys have continued w ~ t hsuccess. The
active dues, will be needed next year to complete difficulty of publishing these can be appreciated
t h e budget for the magazine. I t was recommended only by their compilers, and the Editor. T o get
t h a t the Board should determine t h ~ sum
s
a t the articles ready by a given date, based on data from
beginning of each year, and annual costs should enough institutions to offer a fair picture, has
then be kept within the resulting estimate.
been difficult. My special thanks go t o Miss
In regard t o publications, it was recommended Macrum and Miss Her~ngfor doing the surveys
that instead or transferring to the general on religious and on medical libraries on short
Association treasury 25% of the Income from notice. Would that there were more h~gh-speed
sales of those publications financed by the fund, artists among our members!
income from all publications be cred~tedto a
Besides the surveys and the papers for this
Publications Account. All expenses for forthcom- convention, we have in our files waiting for pubing publications should be financed from the lication papers from the joint San Francisco-Los
credit balance of this account, namely, prepara- Angeles meeting; special articles, for which I
tion, printing, mailing, and promotional costs. have asked; and others of definite value to our
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RECEIPTS
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F e b w . . ..............
March .................
April ..................
b y ...............
June.. .................
July.. .................
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September.. ............
October. ................
January

................
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Total.. ................

Total

Dues

Subscripla

Sdu

AdurJising

Code
Refund

Sdes

$ 2.854 71

1.241.00
91712
1.645.70
1.009.74
1.659 .W
279 34
314.72
417 98
480.71
634.56
1,550 23
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Dmmbcr.
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DISBURSEMENTS
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Espmses

Salaries
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Bvdlcls
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Transfer
taT/A
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Salu
Pub.

....................
..................
...................

J a n w
February.
March
A nl

...................
&:. ......................
....................
......................
..................

June
July
Augu~t.
September.
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November.
December.

...............
..................
...............
.................

GENERAL FUND-SUMMARY
cad^ Balance. January 1. 1935 (Bank Account).
Rm1pts1935

.................................
...........................................................

...............................
....................................................
Total Cash Account. .......................................................

Cash Balance. December 31,1935 (Bank Acwunt).
PettyCa~hAccaunr.

S 2.633 31
13.004 81

$ 3,626.75
50 00

1 3.676.75

2%

NYC

Sdu
Tar
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readers that have come to us unsolicited. This
means t h a t the problem of selection is a serious
one. Since so much material isof immediate value
the chief basis of precedence must be the psychological moment.
Excluding the proceedings number, our average issue from September through May-June has
been 32 pages. I n general terms, one third of
the space is devoted t o professional articles, slightly more than a third was glven to Association news, reports, and publication notes, and the
balance has been in advertising. On the whole
this represents a good distribution of material.
Next year we may not have t o devote so much
space t o printing variations of the Constitution.
There are other more entertaining, if not more
important uses for the space. Since the Constitution has been a major concern of the Association,
it has been proper for us to give it comprehensive
attention. Perhaps i t is a question whether we
should devote space in a journal for which we get
a $5.00 subscription t o purely Association routine,
since we now expect subscribers and advertisers
t o carry the brunt of its cost.
In the fall we considered a change in the typographical set-up of t h e magazine and consulted
several experts. After several experiments, we
decided on the form t h a t has been in effect since
t h e first of the year. Our special appreciation is
extended to Mr. Paul H. Vanderbilt for his help
in this matter.
So many people have helped to make hfe
pleasant for the Editor that i t would be impossible t o thank each one. Special appreciation,
however, must go first of all, t o the President
for his constructive consideration both of editorial policiea and of financial problems.
Again, in the past year, "Snips & Snipes" has
given us the benefit of her witty and entertaining
treatment of Association news. When I became
Editor, this anonymous friend wished to give up
this wearing, monthly chore. I persuaded her to
carry on a year, and last year was again fortunate.
With the copy for the May-June issue came the
news that i t was her swan song. While this means
t h e loss of an expert helper in an important
department of the magazine, I could not urge her
to continue. Only those who have had experience
in turning out such an assignment month after
month can realize what she has done. I know that
all Aaaociation members share in appreciation and
enjoyment of these columns and join in wishing
her a happy warntion.
Another willing collaborator whose work is not
generally known t o the members is Miss Beatrice
Hager of the Municipal Reference Library, New
York. For two years Miss Hager has indexed
SPECIALLIBRARIES.
W e owe a debt of gratitude t o
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Miss Hager for the help she has given so willingly
in the past two years.
The matter of Association news is a serious
problem and to those Chapter, Group, and Committee officers who kept the Editor or Secretary
posted on progress, we offer our warm appreciation. More members and officers have remembered
us this year than ever before. We are hoping for
even more constant thought so that the Association members may be sure of knowing what is
going on in our special libraries world. In connection with these items, I must pay special tribute
to Miss Clarke, whose passion for accuracy in
spelling and wording, is primarily responsible for
the magazine's few errors in that respect.
One other point needs particular attention. A
professional association and the association's
journal should never lad t o give proper recognition to members who have died during the year.
It is not possible for Headquarters or for the
Editor to be completely informed in this respect.
For that reason I want to thank those who have
helped us on such occasions, Mr. Alcott and Mr.
Brigham in particular.
Much space must necessarily be given to convention news. For successful efforts on the part
of the Montreal Chapter, I have to congratulate
and thank Miss Henderson and Miss Martin.
In no way could they and other members have
done more than they did to help with the rnagazine. In securing advertising, in providing items of
interest, in sending entertaining travel notes,
these energetic workers deserve particular appreciation. They are assured of the warm and
lasting regard of the Editor and the Advertising
Manager.
In any consideration of work with the magazine, I cannot fail t o comment on the unfailing
help and efficient service given by our printers,
the Rumford Press, and, in particular, the New
York representative, Mr. Johnson.
Last but not least, I feel I must express the
thanksof the Association as well as my own to my
assistants on the staff of the Newark Business
Branch. I t is only their unfailing loyalty and
enthusiasticsupport that make thisworkpossible.
That our efforts are regarded with sympathetic
approval and encouragement by the Librarian
and the Board of Trustees is due t o the high regard in which they hold the Special Libraries
Association.
MARIANC. MANLEY.

Report of the Advertising Manager

FOR

the first time in five years, the advertising
revenue in the December 1935 issue of SPECIAL LIBRARIES
topped the paging and income of
the Convention Number of 1931, with ten pages
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totaling $257, and representing twenty-six advertisers. This record has been exceeded in the
May-June 1936 issue with eleven and threeeighths pages, presented by thirty-two clients,
and amounting t o $306.
During 1935, fourteen publishers, four binders,
two printers, and twenty-two advertisers in the
other varied lines were represented in the pages of
our official magazine.
For 1936, thus far forty-one contracts are in
hand, totaling $1,411.50, which is slightly in
excess of the budget estimated for the current
year, and with the activities of seven months yet
in prospect.
Advertisements featuring the Special Libraries
Directory of the United Slates and Canada, the
Technical Book Review Inder, the Statistics of
Cnnadian Commod&es chart, and the series of
thirteen reprinted surveys on "The Special Library Profession and What I t Offers" have been
run in both The Library Journal and t h e Industrial Arts Index.
ELIZABETH
LOISCLARKE.

Report of Committee on Resolutions

T

H E Special Libraries Association, in convention assembled a t Montreal, June 16-19,
1936, wishes t o express its appreciation of the
many courtesies which have made this Twentyeighth Annual Conference a signal success.
Therefore, be it resolved that a vote of thanks
be extended :
1. T o Mias Mary ~ a n eHenderson
'
and the
Montreal Chapter for their extraordinary efficiency in organizing the Convention;
2. T o the City of Montreal, and t o His Worship t h e Mayor, for generous hospitality;
3. T o the Quebec Library Association, to McGill University, and t o Dr. Gerhard R. Lomer
and his associates for gracious courtesy and use of
university facilities;
4. T o the Canadian Radio Broadcasting Commiaaion for the use of Station CRCM, t o representatives of the Sun Life Assurance Company of
Canada and The Royal Bank of Canada for their
active cdperation in the program of the Convention;
5. T o the Montreal Gaaetts, the Canadian Industries Limited, and the Bell Telephone Company of Canada for their hospitality;
6. T o Major Sir Andrew Macphail, Lieutenant-Colonel Wilfrid E. Bovey, M. Algidius Fauteux, Dr. J. F. Kenny, Prof. Philip J. Turner,
Miss Aryness Joy, Mr. Brooke Claxton, and
the other speakers before thevarious Groups who
have honored us;
7. T o Dr. Arthur Surveyer, who m graciously
presided a t the Annual Banquet; and
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8. To Mr. Ormiston Roy for the generous gift
of peonies for the Banquet, and to the Mount
Royal Hotel for the uniform courtesy and attention of the entire staff.
HERBERT0.BRIGHAM.

w

Resolution

HEREAS, The Special Libraries Association learned with deep regret that Robert
H. Whitten, a t one time President of the Special
Libraries Association, has passed away; and
WHEREAS,Robert H. Whitten, one of the
founders of the Association, left his chosen
field of librarian to become a leading authority on
city planning, and after many years of working
with librarians has achieved distinction in that
field of endeavor; therefore, be it
Resolved, That the Special Libraries Associat ~ o nin this meeting assembled, extend ~ t deepest
s
sympathy to the family of the late Robert H.
Whitten; and be it
Furrher Resolved, That the Secretary be instructed t o send to the family of Robert H. Whitten a copy of this resolution.

Nominating Committee Report

T

H E Nominatlng Committee submits the
following list of candidates a s oficers of
the Special Libraries Association for t h e year
1936-1937:
President, Howard L. Stebbins, Librarian, Social
Law Library, Boston;
First Vice-president, William F. Jacob, Librarian,
Main Llbrary, General Electric Company,
Schenectady ;
Second Vice-President, Alma C. Mitchill, L ~ b r a rian, Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey, Newark;
Treasurer, Adeline Macrum, Assistant Editor,
Industrial Arts Index, T h e H . W. Wilson
Company, New York;
Director for Three Years, Mrs. Charlotte Noyes
Taylor, Librarian, Experimental Station, E . I.
du Pont de Nernoure and Company, Inc.,
Wilmington.
Marian C. Manley
Blanche L. Davenport
Rose L. Vormelker
K. Dorothy Ferguson
Eleanor S. Cavanaugh, Chairman
The Directors whose terms have not expired
are: Mrs. Jolan M. Fertig, who retires in 1937,
and Miss Marguerite Burnett, who retires in
1938.
As the last retiring President, Miss Ruth
Savord becomes a member of t h e Executive
Board for one year.
The oficcrs wnc umimorcsly elated at the
annual meeting, June 191h, 1936.
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Report of the Membership Committee

I

NSTEAD of the large committee of the
previous year, this year's National Membership Committee included only one member from
each Chapter and one from each Group. Under
these representatives there were sub-committee8
in some instances. How faithful the committee
members were, and how fruitful their efforts, is
amply demonstrated in the statistical tables
appended. W e are pleased to report an increase of
$1,336.25 or 25.2% in 1936 dues paid by June 1,
1936, a s compared with 1935 dues paid by June 1,
1935. This increase is in addition to $491.12 new
and renewal dues for 1935 received after June 1,
1935. Since that date 450 new members have
been added, not quite ao many aa during the
preceding year. With the &peration of the
Chapter Secretaries and/or Treasurers, we have
laid quite a s much emphasis in this year's work on
full payment of dues as on new members, believing this phase of the work t o be fully as important
for t h e welfare of S. L. A. Of our 16 Chapters, 10
have improved their membership standing over
that of last year, am computed in paid-up Active
memberships or their equivalent.
T h e work of the committee members was
divided into two parts this year. As won as they
were appointed, Chapter representatives were
urged t o survey not only their official Chapter
territory, b u t also a larger region in the vicinity,
in order t o discover librarians who might have
been overlooked in previous membership work,
and to lay before those librarians the benefits t o
be obtained by affiliation with their professional
organization. Simultaneously, Group representatives were asked to prepare lists of prospective
members for their own Groups. About the middle
of April -later than should have been the caae
for best results-the Group prospect lists and
similar lists from other sources were sorted and
checked, then divided again by Chapter and
Group. T o the Chapter representatives were sent
checked lists of prospects in their assigned
territories, and to the Group representatives
checked lists of prospects with the came group
interests b u t outside Chapter territory, with the
request that letters be written t o these people
immediately. I t is obvious that for the completion
of such a program, the committee members must
have given generously of their time. This report
is a record of their work, which is gratefully
acknowledged by the Membership Chairman,
with cspecial thanks to our National Secretary,
who also served as a productive member of the
Committee.
T h e work of the Membership Chairman included the correspondence involved in obtaining
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the appointment of committee, memberaand with
the committee members themselves. Further
correspondence gave data for the amplification of
an outline by Miw Manley for thearticle " S.L. A.
and Business and Profeaaional Workers," which
has been widely used in membership work thin
year. A considerable amount of clerical work was
necessary in the compilation and checking of the
card prospect file mentioned above, which should
prove helpful in future membership work. A certain number of letters t o prospective members
were sent out by the Chairman herself. In the
last three months of the year, four w i e a of letters
deecribing relative progress among the Chapters
were sent t o Chapter officers and committee
members for their information in connection with
the improvement of membership standing.
We strongly recommend the continuance of the
National Amxiate membership now on trial, for
the present, although the Membership Chairman
believes that the time may come when S. L. A.
will find it desirable to offer only Active and
Institutional memberships. Even with t h e increase in dues, our 588 National Associate memberspaid only $1,229.50 of the $6,656.31 totaldues
received this year. This amount comparea with
$858.75 dues received from 849 Associate members during January to May 1935, since this year
202 former Associate members chose Local
Chapter membership from which National Headquarters receives no dues, and 335 former Aeaociate memberships are still unpaid. We believe,
however, that the benefits to the members themselves, both in receiving the admirably welledited Associafcs' BuUcfin and in the retention of
Group contacts, make National Aaaociate membership decidedly worth while for assiatants. I t is
significant that, although some of our very best
workers fall in the National Associate class, by far
the largest number of delinquents in this a s in
previous years have been Associate members. No
doubt the change in amount of duea has had some
effect this year, but for the three previous years
a t least three out of four of the unpaid memberships a t Convention time have been for Associates. I t is possible that Local Chapter membership fills a real need in some few cases, but for the
member actively engaged in special library work
we feel that Active, or a t the very least, National
Associate membership is indicated, for full
information on professional activities.
The matter of non-payment of dues is one t o be
considered seriously. In spite of the large gain in
dues received this year, and our strenuous efforts
to clear our records in this respect, we still have
$1,140.00 in 1936 dues outstanding. T h e slow
payment of dssaciatedues just mentioned is one
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factor in thin situation. We believe that another
important factor is the excmive. period of grace
hitherto allowed before delinquent members
have been dropped from o w rolls for nonpayment
of duea. If we are to conduct our professional
activities in the name business-like way a s our
individual libraries, the exceseively long two-year
period of grace at preaent allowed must be reduced to a more reasonable length of time.
Our Committee has been unusually cdperatwe
this year, with very few exceptions. Circumstances m influence individual cases that the
statistics may be misleading, as not always
ahowing the very real effort expended, especially
since many of the Chapters rank near each other
in the various comparisons. The tables deserve
study, though certain outstanding records must
be given special mention.
In spiteof the fact that the number of members
dropped for nonpayment of dues for two years,
resigned or transferred to Chapter membership
was slightly larger than the number of new
members added, this year's per capita dues for
the entire S. L. A. membership were $4.96 a s
compared with $3.62 for last year, resulting in the
financial gains reported.
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The New York Chapter again leads the field
this year in number of new members, with nearly
30% of the entire number of new members for the
year. The New Jereey and the Boston Chapters
are second and third in this respect.
The highest per capita financial support was
given by the Connect~cutChapter, with average
per capita dues of $5.82.
The best record as to full payment of duea was
made by the New Jersey Chapter, which had all
memberships paid by May 31, 1936.
There has been close competition this year for
the Gavel, awarded each year to the Chapter
showing the greatest improvement in general
Chapter membership standing as indicated by
percentage increase in paid-up Active memberships or their equivalents. Although both t h e
winner and the runner-up (the New Jersey
Chapter) led by comfortable margina, as a result
of strenuous effort throughout the year, t h e
percentage increases of the next few Chapters fall
very near one another.
The Gavel is this year awarded to the Montreal
Chapter, with the astonishing and unprecedented
percentage increase of 169.6%.
HILDA
P. AL~AUGU.

Membership Standing by Chapters
As of June 1, 1936
Paid
Chub&r
Inrl.
2
Albany.. -1..
4
Baltimore
Boston ............. 14
3
Cincinnati ..........
2
Cleveland
6
Connecticut.
Illinois .............. 12
6
Michigan ...........
Milwaukee. .........
4
Montreal ...........
5
New Jersey.. . . . . 16
New York.. ........ 65
Philadelphia.. ....... 11
Pittsburnh ..........
4
5
San ~ r a i c i s c o . . .
2
Southern California.

.......

...........

...........

........

Active
11
14
56
7
15
11
49
20
16
30
45
148
35
20
23
18

Assoc.
7
16
93
6
11
12
28
27
10
25
32
177
72
17
33
17

Unpaid
.
Total
Inst. Active Arsoc. Total
20
34
163
16
28
29
89
53
30
60
93
390
118
41
61
37

.. - - - 583
1,262
Total ............. 161
518
77
5
Unaffiliated ......... 11
93
595
588
1,355
GrandTotal.. ..... 172

..

....

..
1
..
..

1
1

..

2
3
7
2
4
1
6
1
1
1

9
12
106
12
20

..

19
7
5
1

11
15
113
14
25
1
25
9
7
2

. . . .
.. ..
66
87
.1. 202 22
24
. . . .
4
. . 5 21 264
1
17
.. -18
4
56
321
381
40
14
. . 26
4

82

335

421

Grand
Total

31
49
276
30
53
30
114
62
37
62
93
477
142
45
87

55
1,&3
133
1,776

Membership Statistics
Tune 1, 1936
1936
1,776

1935

Total number of membem.. ..............................
Institutional ....................................... 144
Active ............................................. 558
Associate ........................................... 1,087
Posaible dues. .........................................
Paid-updues ...........................................
Paid-up members. ......................................

1,789

176
677
923
$7,87 1

1,466
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NEW M m ~ s n BY
s CHAPTEES
June 1. 1935 to May 31,1936
Chapler
Insr. Acrruc Assoc. Told Dues
Albany . . . . . .
3
4
7 8 2 3
Baltimore.
2
6
6
14
72
39
124
1
11 27
Boston . . . . . .
17
1
2
Cindnnali. . . . . . . . . 1
Cievelnnd
. . . 1 j 7 11
44
Connut~cut.
Illmola .
Michigan. .
Mllwaukce. .
Montreal .
New ersey
New
.' .
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh .
San Francisco .
S. Cslrfornia. .
Total. ............. 36 164 211 411 $1,782
Unaffiliated. . . . . . 4 25
10
39
205
G r a d TdaI.. . . . . 40 189 221 450 $1.987
Subscrl~tlona.
......
30
153

articulate, the National officers are handicapped
in giving the help that you are justified in expecting and that they stand ready t o offer.
I t would be of great assistance to the new
Liaison Officer if newly-elected officers of Chapters sent their suggestions a s t o the conduct of
this part of the program of the Association, bearing in mind particularly, the following points:
1. Is the form of the Chapter Aclivities Bulletan
satisfactory?
2. Is it issued often enough?
3. Is its content helpful?
4. Would it be better t o discontinue the Bulletin and let the Liaison Officer answer questions and make suggestions in response to
direct requests from individual Chapters?

R e p o r t of t h e Liaison Officer

R e p o r t of t h e C o n v e n t i o n C h a i r m a n

........

$ark.

-

T

--

H E duty of theLiaison Officer is to serve as a
link between the National Association and
Chapters on the one hand, t o aid the Chapters
by suggestions for the conduct of their work, to
keep them informed of the activities of the Association and of thedecisions of the Board, particularly as such decisions may affect the Chapters;
on the other hand, to receive from the Chapters
suggeationsthat may affect the National requests
for help, and news of Chapter activities which are
of interest to the National and to other Chapters.
One way communication has been maintained
by means of the Chapter Activities Bulletin, of
which three issues have been malled, which have
served, a t least in some of the Chapters, as a basis
for work and as a stimulus t o new or more extensive activities.
Communication in the opposite direction, however, continues to be slow or almost nil. To be
sure, those Chapters wh~chissue Bulletins, have
been most faithful in seeing that copies of each
issue have been sent to the Liaieon Officer, but no
word of any kind has been received from some of
our Chapters and, therefore, we have no way of
knowing either their problems or their achievements. The second issue of t h e Chapter Activities
BuUetin carried seven direct questions which each
Chapter was asked to answer, with the idea that
the information thus acquired could be passed on,
to the benefit of the whole Association. Exactly
one answer was received.
Now, the dictionary defines liaison as an "established working relation; inter-communication
established between units acting as neighbors or
in conjunction " Therefore, the very word implies
that, a s I have tried to indicate, there must be
two-way communication if the service is to be of
any value. Until the Chapters become more

-

E

ARLY in the current Association year, the
work of former convention chairmen was
studied and a tentative schedule of operations
drawn up. T h e local field was then surveyed for
suggestions, and this survey followed by an appeal
to the Executive Board and Advisory Council.
I t seemed best to appoint chairmen for
Program, Banquet, Local Arrangements, and
Local Advance Publicity committees. These
charmen chose their own assistants.
T h e Program Committee arranged the program
after much correspondence with group chairmen
and local representatives, with the editor of
SPECIALLIBRARIES,with the Convention Chairman who made the outline for the general sessions
and obtained the speakers for them, and with the
Local Arrangements Committee to asslgn meeting
rooms. The program in its final state was aent to
the Executive Board in three forms, consolidated,
by groups and in tabulation.
The Banquet Committee is making all the
arrangements for the banquet except inviting the
speakers and guests. Theae were invited by the
Program Chairman. The guest list was approved
by the President.
T h e Local Arrangements Committee is taking
charge of t h e Convention Headquarters while the
visitors are actually here and is making neceaaary
preparations for their registration.
We also have a Local Advance Publicity
Chairman. Through his efforts we were able t o
arrange t o have films shown t o the other Chapters
before the Convention, t o try to inspire enthusiasm for visiting Montreal.
Another member of the Local Association is
publishing a convention news-sheet during the
stay of the visitors.
Numerous courtesies have been extended t o the
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Association. McGill University is entertaining us
for an afternoon, the Quebec Library Association
is giving us a reception, Canadian Industries, the
Gazetk, the Royal Bank and the Sun Life are
entertaining certain groups a t luncheons. The
Canadian National Railways has shown films for
us in any city where a Chapter wished to have
them. The City of Montreal has given us a
generous contribution. Through Col. Wilfrid
Bovey, O.B.E., Director of Extra-Mural Relations a t McGill, arrangements have been made t o
broadcast on three evenings from 6:15 to 6:30.
The radio program is in the hands of our V i c e
President, Mr. William F. Jacob. The Art
Association haa extended an invitation to our
members to visit the library and galleries without
charge during the week. To all these, to thoee
working on the Convention, and to all the speakera who have consented to aesiet us I am more
than grateful.
We have had very few general meetings, ae
they did not seem to be necessary except in the
very early atagea when all the auggeations had to
be correlated and problems anticipated. For the
March Executive Board and Advisory Council
meeting in New York I prepared a number of
stencils for approval. Some of these showed our
tentative convention net-up, another listed topics
suggested for meetings and another listed pointa
on which we felt executive approval neceasaty.
There has been very close cotiperation among the
various committees and with the local Chapter
and the Association executives. This was carried
on directly by those concerned.
The Hospitality Committee has been appointed
by the President. The local representatives of the
groups and committees were appointed by their
chairmen. Of the committee. the Convention a s
such is most closely concerned with the News
Committee, the Travel Committee and the
Hospitality Committee. The Travel Committee
representative is making arrangements for bus
transportation and the News Committee repreaentative for publicity, before and during the
meetings.
In closing I must say a word in praise of the
helpful and cdperative spirit with which I have
been met in nearly every case in my work. I had
never before been responaible for a program like
this and was naturally a bit diffident. Almost
every interview, however, produced something in
the way of a constructive suggestion, often involving considerable trouble on the part of the
person making the suggestion.
T o this and to the fact that my own Company
has allowed me working facilities and offered
constructive aaaiatance a t all stages I owe any
measure of success with which my part in the

:3
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Convention may be met. After the Convention
is quite over, I intend t o prepare a complete report on t h e work of the Convention Committee
and its sub-committees.
Banquet
Mrs. Stewart Caldwell, 442 Elm
Ave.
Local Advance Publicity
W. 13. Hoyes,
Bureau of Economics, Canadian National
Railways.
Local Arrangements - Mrs. Percy Newman,
Secretary, McGill University Library School;
Miss Beatrice Simon, Medical Library,
McGill University.
Program.- Miss Maud E. Martin, Librarian,
Royal Bank of Canada.
Radio Program -William F. Jacob, General
Electric Co., Schenectady.
Convention Newspaper
Miss Dorothy Humphrey~,Montreal Board of Trade.

-

-

-

MARYJANE HENDERSON.

Report of the News Committee

TH E

Newa Committee sent out one set of
relon the Union List of chemical
publications; one on the patent list of the Baltimore chapter; three eeta on the convention t o
trade publications and one t o the Associated
Press.
How much of this was printed, the committee
has no way of knowing.
In addition, Miss Lemrnerz and Mr. ICidman,
who have served as Montreal members of the
committee, have reported considerable local
publicity in Montreal.
FORDM. PETTIT.

Report of the Publications Committee

THE

Publications Committee has brought
out one new pamphlet, "The Special Library
in Business," which is designed for a first aid in
the establishment of a new library.
We loaned t o the Baltimore Chapter $75 to
enable them to reprint Miss von HohenhoRis
"Bibliography of Journals, Books and Compilations Which List and Abstract Patenta." This
sum has been paid back t o us in less than three
months.
We have paid out a small sum t o cover preliminary work on the list of subject headings
being prepared within the Civic-Social Group
by a committee headed by Miss Beatrice Hager
of the Municipal Reference Library of New
York. This list will be ready soon and we recommend that we publish i t with the idea in mind
that i t may be t h e first of a series of such specialized liste to appear in uniform shape. The Com-
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merce Group and the Financial Group are both
working on such lists a t present.
T h e Financial Group is alw interested in the
compilation under t h e charge of Miss Cavanaugh
of a check list of foreign financial information
sources. We should like to see this work pushed
t o completion this year and published by the
Association, possibly in a mimeographed form
that might later be put out in more permanent
form when such information is more permanent.
There wilf undoubtedly be a call for such information in the next year or two.
Reprints and revisions of already existing
publications are also exlgent. The Handbook of
Commercial and Financial Serwces is out of
date and one supplement has already been issued.
Dusiness and Trade Dictionaries is out of print
and still there is steady call for it. But it should
be revised before reprinting. The origmal cost
of the handbook was $500 and of the Business
Dictionaries slightly over $200. But they are both
in wide demand and it does not seem as if they
should be distributed unless they are up-to-date.
There is also talk of another supplement to the
t Current iviunic~palDocuments.
Basic L ~ s of
There is need for some sort of a manual, an
elementary book on rules and regulations and
standard practice for special libraries with a good
reference index and a bibliography for further
study.
T h e Publicat~onsCommittee is questioning the
policy of trying t o keep up with the revis~on
work, that must be an increasing burden if this
work of the Association is to keep up with our
growth, entirely by volunteer labor. And if our
manual is t o be a real book and sold on a business
basis, should i t not be written on a business basis
with some sort of royalties paid and the Board
free t o reject or accept work written on a competitive basis? T h e Groups will initiate new publications and get benefit out of domg it. But
can they be asked t o toil over revisions? Even
if we paid but a small sum for the work it could
b e done a s a set job to be finished a t a set
time.
Some euh~bitionsof publications have been
made at chapter meetings this year, the New
Jersey one bemg t h e most pecuniarily successful.
We urge the new chapter presidents to plan such
exhibits as part of their next year's program
MARIONG. EATON

Report of the Editor of the Associate
Members Bulletin

0N E

of the decis~onsof the Conference last
June was that, among other privileges,
Associate Members should receive a quarterly
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Bulletin. Accordingly, the first issue appeared in
October, the second in January, and the third in
April.
Since thisis the first publication written specifically t o form a link between the Associate Member and the National Association, the Editor has
attempted to include in the Bullelin information
which would help these members t o become familiar with the organization, conduct and activlties of the Asaociation as a whole. T h e various
issues have reported on the actions taken a t last
year's Conference, on the current projects being
sponsored by the National Committees and
Groups, on the Executive Board Meetings, on the
1936 Conference, and on the proposed revision of
the Constitution and By-Laws. It was felt that
with such information as a background, the
Associate Members would be better qualified t o
exercise their newly-acquired right to vote.
RUTH SAVORD

Report of the Editor of
"Technical Book Review Index"
HIS is to be considered as a progress report

T

only. A full and detailed report will be submitted after the publication of the tenth issue
which will complete the volume for the year.
Eight issues have been published to date containing in 204 pages, 3,702 reviews of 2,775
books. There are 360 subscribers to the Index
representing libraries in most of the states of the
United States, Canada, Europe, Asia and Africa.
This is particularly gratifying in view of the opinion by an expert on the publications of the
United Engineering Societies who stated, a t the
time of the launching of the Index, that 300 was
usually the top number of subscriptions to expect
for a publication of this sort.
An advertising effort, made possible through
the Carnegie grant, has recently been launched.
I t is hoped through it to Increase the number of
subscribers still further. The Carnegie grant
has also permitted expansion of the Index beyond
the number of pages per issue originally planned.
Due to numerous vicissitudes, the monthly
date of publication of the Index has had to be
pushed forward several times but the date a
which material ceased t o be taken for the issue
has been pushed forward alm so that the timeliness of the material has not been affected. Thus
the next issue t o appear, No. 9 for May, while
appearing a month late in point of time, will
contain material which has been received through
the last week in June. This has an advantage in
helpmg to bridge the gap of the two summer
months when publication does not take place.
GRANVILLE
MEIXELL.
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Report of the Employment Committee

T

H E New York Special Libraries Association
has always assumed the responsibility to its
members of helping them to find employment
when they needed it. It began its employment
work as early a s 1916 when N. Y.S. L. A. was
formed and has never dropped it. During this
entire twenty years, the burden of employment
as it happens has fallen on the librarian of the
Municipal Reference Library; first Dr. Williammn and Mr. Seaver acted a s thelocal employment
center, then Mr. Hyde who transferred it t o Miss
Eugenia Wallace a t the Y. W. C. A, for two
years, and in 1920 it fell on the present librarian
who carried it mformally until made Chairman
of the Employment Committee in 1925.
In May 1932, the Chairman, while serving a s
Secretary of the National Association, advocated
making the Employment Committee of the New
York Association into a Committee of the National. For four years the work of employment
has, therefore, been carried on for the entire
country, w ~ t hthc chairman of each local Chapter
Employment Committee serving as a member
of the National Association Committee.
Previous to 1932 the Special Libraries Association had no Employment Committee. For the
past four years, the work of employment has
centered primarily in New York, but all of the
locals have helped.
The local chapter experiences have proved the
wisdom of employment work, and certainly
demonstrate the necessity of more intensive
employment work for t h e National. I t should be
an important function of the Secretary's office
and should center a t the Headquarters. As the
person who has assumed voluntarily the responsibility of employment for the past sixteen years,
I heartily recommend that the Executive Board
give this matter serious consideration immediately and draw up plans for a comprehensive
acheme of employment.
No records are available for the first nine years
of N. Y. S. L. A. employment work but, judging
by thociefound in theMunicipa1 ReferenceLibrary
in 1925, the registration in the early years averaged between 35 and 50 m a year, which would
mean a total of approximately 400 during those
years. From November 1925 t o June 1936,actual
records show a total registration of 1601 persons.
We are safe in stating that more than 2000 regietrants have had active participation in the advantages of employment work offered by the New
York Special Libraries Association in the past
twenty years and the National Association in
four years has helped a few over 500 registrants.
Over these years the Committee has been re-
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quested t o fill hundreds of positions, new and old,
t h e average for a year has been 53 positions, while
t h e largest number of openings in any one year
came in 1929/30 when it was 98 (just before t h e
depression broke), and the lowest was 20 in
1932/33 a t t h e depth of the depression. This year,
1935136,we find ourselves in employers' requests
two and a half times better than in 1932/33 and
almost twice those of last year. The number oEopportunities during the past twelve months equals
t h e average of all the years 53 positions were
offered. The Committee has maintained its usual
success which is to fill a t least 50 per cent of t h e
pos~tionsfor which we recommend candidates.
This record exceeds that of the average agency.
This year, 149 new candidates registered with
t h e Committee. Each year necessitates weeding
out of the Registration File in order to keep i t
comparatively active and up-to-date. At present,
the Committee has a list of 154 unemployed or
temporarrly employed cand~dates,and 203 ernployed l~brarianswho would like to improve their
professional status.
During t h e year, 272 registrants were given a n
opportunity t o apply for some new posit~on.Even
though only about 10 per cent of those really
secured a new position through the Committee,
i t encouraged that many people to have an oppottunity, and in many instances it is stimulating t o
the individual t o find out specifically what qualifications are demanded. All of this 1s good for t h e
profession.
The geographical distribution of the positions
offered was wide -from California and Portland,
Oregon, t o New Yorkand Connecticut, All types
of work were included from clerical t o highly
specialrzed ones demanding subject knowledge
and language facility. Salaries offered were not
up to the standard of more prosperous days they var~eclfrom $15 to $50 a week. In a d d d o n t o
permanent positions offered, there were quite a
number of temporary ones fora period of a month,
two months or six months. On two occasions, t h e
Committee filled a hundred and more one-day
jobs a t $4 a day for monitors a t civil service
examinations.
The Chairman suggested to the President and
Editor that a page in SPECIAL
LIURARIBS
devoted
to Employment news would be advantageous.
She prepared copy for a department entitled
" Personnel Page," and it was printed in one issue
LIDRARIES.Even that one lssue
of SPECIAL
brought forth many inquiries and responses from
our members; I am convinced ~t has possibilities
if printed regularly and if copy can be prepared
a t thelast moment just beforegoing to press. I t 1s
difficult t o get publicity for this type of profes-

-
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sional work and it cannot be done ethically except
in the Association's own periodical.
May we urge every member of the Association
who is still ambitious for a better position in the
future to register with the Employment Committee? I t is advantageous for us to know what personnel resourcee of the profession are available
for new positions. Each member should likewise
consider himself a part of the Employment Committee by informing your employer of this professional committee to which he may appeal in
preference to a commercial agency. It is an advantage of membership which should be stressed
to your employer. Always use your Employment
Committee.
The work of the Committee is still on an informal basis. I t makes only recommendationsand
suggestions of suitable candidates, and the final
choice is made by the librarian or employer.
Much of the ultimate success depends upon the
individual candidate who applies upon our suggestion. The Employment Committee is actually
merely the contact between possible candidate
and the employing librarian.
Each member can lighten and brighten Ihe work
of the chuirman if he notifiea promptly of change
of address, securing of new or temporary position,
and of his success or failure when referred to a
definite opportunity.
REBECCA
B. RANKIN.

l~braryservice to business problems and thinks it
very fortunate that S. L. A. has contacts and
money so that it may take its proper share in the
coming activities.
MARYLOUISEALEXANDER.
R e p o r t of t h e Dup.licate Exchange

Committee

THE

proverbial ills have followed the changingof horses in midstream: that is, the transference of an active and flourishing exchange system from an experienced chairman to a very green
one. Explanation of certain failures may sound
unduly likea successionof alibis, so thecontributing factors will be merely mentioned, and the
figures left to nay the rest. Inexperience, lack of
clerical assistance, and the necessity of doing a
large part of the work outs~deof library time, help
to make the record of thecommittee compare unfavorably with last year's work. If it had not been
for the splendid work done by the body of the
Committee, particularly those who had done the
work the previous year also, there might have
been no report at all. Their patience and cotiperation are greatly appreciated.
C d i t . -The black side of the ledger shows a
14% increase in number of items distributed,
more than 2500 having changed hands this year.
There is also a very slight increase in the number
of contributing libraries, 63 against 60. According
to last year's recommendation, want lists have
R e p o r t of t h e T r a d e Association
been published in all the 1936 issues of SPECIAL
Committee
LIBKAXUES,
following the regular lists. Response
HIS Committee has not been active during was small in numbers but very enthusiastic, warthe past year except to keep in touch with ranting continuation. Notices suggesting memconditions in this field. Since trade associations bership in S. L. A., or a subecription, were sent to
are not expanding their facilities to any marked more than fifty libraries that responded to the
degree, we still feel that our efforts will meet list in the Wilson Bullcfin.
with greater success later.
Debit. -The red side of the ledger is very red
Indicationsare that trade associations will play indeed. The number of libraries receiving material
an increasingly important Ale in American busi- through exchange is only 140 nearly 50% less
ness and industry.
than last year. Except for the regular lists in
S. L. A. still has nearly $2900 of the original SPECIALLIBRARIES,only two printed lists (in
$7500 grant from the Carnegie Corporation of Lsbrary Journal and Wilson Bulkfin) have been
New York. A manual on library service in trade turned out, and one mimeographed list (to donors
associations is planned which will be given wide only) aa against a t least eight last year. There are
distribution and publicity when conditions are no comparative records for the number of volmore favorable.
umes, offered but not published, but there are
This project will probably be a part of the over 400 on hand now. These cannot be adprogram growing out of the survey of Business vertised until September, and obviously many
Men's Reading, now being conducted by S. L.A. libraries will be forced to discard before then, for
It is acknowledged that the results and luvlons lack of space. Already more than two hundred
of that survey can be brought before business titles are known to have been destroyed, unlisted,
men through their trade association better than and there may have been more, unrecorded. And
in any other way.
finally, practically no effort has been made to
The Committee looks for important develop- carry out the projected cdperation with Groups
ments in the nutt few years in the application of and Chapter bulletins.

T
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Rccommendalions.- One reason for the accumulation of duplicates in the Chairman's
hands is the fact that several individual libraries
send their lists directly to her, instead of first
having them circulated in Chapter districts. I t
should be the Chairman's duty t o establish the
proper contacts between individuals and the local
representatives of this Committee, and receive
lists only through the latter, after local distribution has absorbed as much material as possible.
I t is not too soon to consider the practicality of
an entirely different method of handling the Association's exchange work. Properly superintended and with only the present number of
contributors, there is enough work to keep one
person busy full time. T o facilitate questionsof
membership, addresses, group affiliat~on,etc., a
location with or very near the national headquarters is highly desirable. If all librar~esreceiving service were asked t o pay a small fee, some of
the expenses would be covered, although there
would not, of course, be enough for a " codrdinator's" salary. I strongly recommend both centralization and a full-time worker if the Association is
to reap the fullest benefits from the exchange.
ROSAMOND
CRUIKSHANK
R e p o r t of t h e C o m m i t t e e o n
Indexes to Sources of
Statistical I n f o r m a t i o n

T

H I S Committee is the result of a recommendation from the Commerce Group to the
Executive Board a t their fall meeting in 1935.
Earlier, a t the Boston Convention, Miss Morlcy
had presented a paper.on the need for adequate
indexing of statistical information, and this paper
was undoubtedly the .spark that set off a chain of
events which bids fair t o be important in Association matters.
T h e work of the Committee has, so far, been
merely exploratory, but the promise held in these
explorations is of first importance t o special
librarians. I t seemed that the one place where we
might find the most complete indexing to sources
of such informat~onin U. S. Government documents must surely be a t the offices of the Central
Statistical Board, in Washington. The function of
that body is, broadly speaking, coordination of
Government statistics. Any possibility of achieving that purpose was unthinkable, unless the
Board should possess a good working index of
Statistical Sources.
This we found to be the case: there are many
statistical series so indexed and analyzed in the
Board's office, as a by-productof their o m work.
The question, then, immediately became one of
ways and means for making this wealth of infor1 3 f

mation available. The question still remains and
isopenmg uppossibilitiesfora newactivity on the
part of S. L. A. One of the possibihties lies in t h e
direct~onof urging the Superintendent of Documents to arrange the Monthly Catalog by subjects
or to provide a subject index. Another lies in the
direction of securing action on the publication of
a list to hearings - a list which IS already in
existence and which, inc~dentally, would, if
publ~shed,help hbrarians to secure the hearings
before they are out of print.
But the problem in publishing a more or less
comprehensive index, as a cont~nuingoffair, is,
perhaps, the most pressing of all. Many suggestions have been made, such as securing a grant
of money (source as yet unspecified), which
would provide the funds for additional personnel
to work a t the Ccntral Statistical Board under the
direction of S. L. A,; asking the Board t o publish
on a subscription basis, which can be done only
by a Special Act of Congress; publishing it a s a
supplement to, or a section of, SPECIAL
LIDRARIES
magazine a t an addit~onalcoat; taking action
pointing towards its inclusion, in the Monthly
Survey of Business, and so on.
One thing seems clear: that is, that it would be
well to enlist thecodperation of other Assoc~ations
which have long been interested in statistical
informat~on,such as the American Statistical
Associat~on and the Social Science Research
Council
The Committee would like to receive authority
from this Association to make contacts looking
towards such cooperation. I t would also like t o
have the various groups of the Association more
completely represented on the Comm~tteelooking
towards the development of an index which shall,
as adequately as possible, meet the needs of all
special librarians.
MARIAC.BRACE
R e p o r t of t h e Classification C o m m i t t e e
LASSIFICATIONS and subject headings
have been popular subjects during the past
year. Written requests have been received from
more than fifty different companies during that
per~od,in addition to work accomplished by personal interviews and telephone requests. There
have been general requests about organizing and
classirying new I~braries, requests for specific
classificat~ons,and requests on specific subjects.
Your Committee even had to turn detective and
identify for one of our members a classificaLion
wh~cllhad no apparent author or title. Fortunately, the conlmittee files contamed a copy of the
same schedules with a title page included! Other
requests covered the fields of advertising, ac-
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counting, agriculture, air conditioning, business,
catalogs, commerce, engineering, home economics, insurance, law, medicine, museums, newspapers, police schools, public utilities, radio,
religion, seismology, and eocial science. Of all
these, seismology and home economics bere the
only items on which we could offer absolutely no
assistance.
Book reviews were written for several new additions t o the files. The prize for collecting classifications this year goes to the advertising librarrans,
and in particular to Miss Clare A. Lynch, who is
working on this project. The new classifications
added are:
American Telephone & Telegraph Company
Legal Dept. Classification.
Association of National Advertisers.
Campbell-Ewald Company (Advertismg).
Cleveland Public Library. Advertising classification tables.
International Magazine Company (Advertising).
McCann-Erickson Inc. (Advertising).
Ruthnauff and Ryan (Advertising).
Sales Management (Advertising).
U. S. Bureau of Foreign & Domestic Commerce
Phila. Off. (Advertising).
Bucknell University (Comments on Classification).
How to Organrze a Pamphlet File on Consumers' Problems.
Bliss, Henry Evelyn. A system of bibliographic
classification.
Boston Medical Library. Medical Classification.
Commonwealth College Library. Supplementary list of subj. headings.
Special Libraries Ass'n. The Special Library in
Business.
Special Librarres Ass'n. Newspaper Group. A
geographical classification for a small newspaper library.
S. L. A. Commerce Group. Suggested list of
subject headrngs for use in filing cltppings
and pamphlets on advertising and merchandising.
Wind. The Warburg Institute Classification
Scheme.
Yale University. School of Forestry. A classificatlon of literature on forestry and allied
subjects.
I t is a pleasure t o note that the various groups are
now becoming so conscious of theneed for planned
lists of subject headings (for which the Classrfication Commktee has had many requests) that an
epidemic of subject heading projects has broken

out in the Association. The Newspaper Group and
the advertising section of the Commerce Group
proudly led forth their brain children a t last
year's convention. This year the Insurance
Group, the Financial Group, the Civic Sacral
Group are struggling to reach perfection in their
subject heading lists. I wish to take this opportunity of thanking the members of my Committee
for the work they have done in furthering these
projects, which will be of immeasurable value to
your Classification Committee in the future. Miss
Abbie G. Glover has been instrumental in starting
the work on the rnsurance headings; Mr. Ralph
J. Shoemaker was in charge of the newspaper subject heading lists; Mrss Beatrice Hager, who has
resigned from the Classification Committee, is
now chairman of the group working on the civic
social headings, and the chairman of the Classification Committee has been putting a finger in the
financial group subject headrng pie. Mr. Faul
Vanderbilt and Miss Mary Giblin have been of
assistance in the collecting of classifications for
the files. T o all these members of the Commtttee
and to all those outside the Committee who have
co6perated so graciously in sending in classifications, and to the headquarters staff who have been
of great assistance, 1 extend my sincere thanks.
MILDREDE. ROBIE

Report of the Methods Committee

THE

Methods Committee was appointed with
the understanding that most of the work of
the Committee for this year would consist in a
continuation of the work on a textbook on Business Library Administration. This has been continued. The Committee also coijperated with the
University and College Departmental Librarres
Group in the preparation of their questionnaire
on departmental library methods and policies.
Another activ~tycarried on by the Chairman of
the Commrttee which is more or less within the
province of the Methods Committee was the
preparatron of a syllabus on Special Ltbrary Administration just completed in connection with
the courses a t Columbia University, which, beginning wrth the Summer Session of 1936, are to
be organized on a somewhat different basis involving the use of syllaht and comprehensive
examinations. It is perhaps of interest to the
Association that the elective course in Special
Library Administration under the new plan of
instruction in the school has now been made
one of the major electtves and carries a credit of
two or three points according to the amount of
work carried on by the student.
LINDAH. MORLEY
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W h a t Each National Group Has Done
-

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES JAMES F. BALLARD,Chairman
H E work of the Biologiwl Sciences Group
has been concentrated mainly in the local
Groups in two large Chapters-Boston
and
New York. The New York Group made informal
vieits to five libraries of various types represented
by its membership, Next year a aeries of roundtable d~scussionson library problems is planned.
Boston had a program of formal meetings with
round-table discussions on questions of professional interest.
T h e policy of organizing groups in Chapters
should be carefully studied before initiating any
such program since strong local groups may seriously affect the attendance a t the regular
chapter meetings.

T

CIVIC-SOCIAL - HELENBAKER,Chairman
The Ciuic-Social Group has had three committees which have carried on most of the activities
of the Group. The Committee on Municipal
Documents in cotlperation with the Public
Documents Committee of the A. L. A. has been
considering the possibility of two joint projects:
a survey of county and municipal documents;
and the publication of a monthly checklist of
municipal documents of cities of over 100,000
population.
T h e Committee on Social Welfare Subject
Headings has completed work on the collection
of a union list of terms and sent a questionnaire
to about 100 libraries and groups interested in
the general subject. Essent~aldata have been
submitted to the Publications Committee of t h e
Association, and the social welfare subject heading list is to be the first of a possible aeries of such
lists which several groups are working on.
T h e Committee on Promotion of Municipal
Libraries has had a n article published in t h e
National Municieal Review, which resulted in
several requests for information, and in the establishment of a t least one new municipal library.

-

COMMERCE MARGARETBONNELL,Chairman
The Commerce Group has had an active Committee on Subject Headings. The revision of a
Tentative List of Subject Headings on Advertising and Merchandising has continued. Another
Committee worked on a similar List for Occupations and Induatries.
As a result of the recommendation voted by
the Group last year in Boston, the President of
the Association appointed a special committee

of the Association to study the more effective indexing of sources of statistical information. This
was reported by Miss Maria C. Brace.
A list of worth-while references for business
men to read on the Social Security Act was
compiled and sent to members.
FINANCIAL - MARYE. JAMISSON, Chairman
T h e Financial Group reports the completion
of three projects outlined a t the Boston conventlon: the Selected L ~ s of
t Current Foreign Financial Documents prepared by Miss Eleanor S.
Cavanaugh; the List of Subject Headings for
Financial Libraries; and a Bibliography on
Defaulted Bonds which is ready for approval.
An Embryo List of Financial Books that have
proven themselves in 1930-1935 haa been popular, and coples arc still in demand.
I t is suggested that the Financial Group make
an annual survey of the most valuable books for
a financial library published within a year. This
might be developed into an award which publishers would regard as a coveted distinction for
their productions.

Chirman
INSURANCE -ABBIEG. GLOVER,
T h e Insurance Group reports 95 members.
Their most important activity has been t h e
publication of "Insurance Book Reviews," a
quarterly compllatlon of the important books
issued during the period covered, carefully annotated and descr~bed.Another subject which has
been under consideration is the need for a classification scheme and a set of subject head~ngs.
T h e preparation of a "Union list of insurance
journals" received by the varlous members is
suggested for a future project.
MUSEUM -VERA LOUISEDODGE,Chairman
T h e Mmeicm Group has been occupied with
unfinished business left from previous years.
The survey of museum librar~esmade four years
ago is in need of revision before publication. T h e
amended material is to remain on file for consultation upon request, for the present, in the Ryerson Library a t the Art Institute of Chicago.

ChairNEWSPAPER - RALPHJ SHOEMAKER,

man
As usual, the Newspaper Group has been exceedingly busy. Editor & Publisher printed thew
geograpl~icalclassification for a small newspaper
library. The classification cornm~tteeis work~ng
on a subject classification beginning with the
letter A, and will continue on in alphabetic order.
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PUBLIC BUSINESS LIBRARIANS - MILDRED B. POTTER, Chairman
T h e Public Business Librarrans Group has
closed its second year, with a total membership
of 45. An investigation of the use of books and
other material by business men is under way.
One of t h e important lines of activity seems to
be in contact with trade association executives;
another is a study of the extent of collegiate
courses in t h e use of information sources; and a
third includes correspondence with representatives of these leading industrial corporations.
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The Public Utilities and Petroleum sections
have kept in touch by correspondence.

UNIVERSITY AND COLLEGE DEPARTMENTAL LIBRARIANS - ROSE BOOTS,
Chairman
The University and College Dcparlmcntul
Librarians Group has been actwe in developing
its plans and has worked almost entirely through
the representatives appointed in the chapters.
A Departmental Library Clinic Questionnaire
was multigraphed, and 215 copies were distributed. Unfortunately less than 20% had been
SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY - Mas. ISABELLA returned a t the time the Group report was subBROKAW
WALLACE,
Chuirn~an
mitted.
The Group has increased from about 100
T h e Science-Technology Group reports a niembership of 360 (more or less). Much of the work members to over 220, and In many of the chapters
of t h e Group has been a completion or contmua- local groups met from two to four times during
tion of work which was In progress last year. the Association year, to discuss the questionnaire
T h e Union List of Serials in Chemical Libraries, and other group problems.
compiled by Mrs. Wetmore, was in such demand
From studying the reports of the various
that her supply is exhausted and she has about
groups, i t seems that there is decided interest
100 orders which she is unable to fill.
T h e Manual of Science-Technology Libraries in each one. As the Groups increaae in size, it
is practically complete and should be in the hands becomes increasingly difficult t o find capable
of the Association Publications Committee persons who are willing to assume the responsibefore long
bilities of committee chairmanships. Since most
Two general bulletins have been sent to Group librarians have diverse outside interests, the
members, and two additional were prepared and problem of time for additional meetings becomes
sent t o members of the Chemistry section by its acute, and yet the personal contact which comes
chairman, Mrs MacDonald. This section has had with such meetings is far more satisfactory than
a successful duplicate exchange.
correspondence or bulletins. This problem has not
A new section is that of Communacation. This yet been satisfactorily solved. Local or regional
contains librarians of the telephone, telegraph, Group meetings seem highly desirable if they can
and r a d ~ ocompanies.
be arranged.

What the Chapters Have Done

AS

our hosts, the Montreal Chapter, have said
in their report, "The successof any organization such as ours depends upon the intereat and
cooperation of all its members." This fact has
been strikingly brought out in the Chapter reports. These reports prove that small groups
working wisely and enthusiastically accomplish
more than larger groups that have been content
to plod.
There is a definite need shown for more careful
program planning. Some of the Chapters have
found round table discussions of clearly defined
problems both stimulating and helpful. Joint
meetings w ~ t hgroups who have similar interests
have helped both organizations. This has also
helped increase an appreciation of S. L. A. At
d ~ n n e r preceding
s
the regular meetings a table for
new members has proved its value.

Groups within the Chapters have held meetings
of professional interest throughout the year.
As t o the value of Local members there is a
sharp difference of opinion. Some Chapters feel
that to be of value the interest and the membership should be national. Others, that Local membership will bring into the organization many who
would not otherwise join and that many of these
members will naturally advance to national
membership.
Appreciation of and need for visits from the
National President have been expressed by most
of the Chapters.
ALBANY CAPITOL DISTRICT - MRS. IDA
G. SMITH,President
T h ~ syear has been spent in adjusting local
problems and building a firm foundation for
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future growth. The regular meetings have been
well attended.
BALTIMORE -OLIVE E. BATCHELDER,
President
The chief accomplishment has been the reprinting of a seventy-four page bibliography of patent
material, both American and foreign, compiled by
one of its members. This bibliography originally
appeared in the Journal of tL Patent O$cc
Society a t Washington, D. C., October 1935
through February 1936. By May 31st over a
hundred copies had been sold, and several orders
a week are being received.

-

BOSTON BLANCHE
L. D~VENPORT,
President
Programs for the meetings have been varied so
as to cover the major interests of its members,
though average attendance has been 103. T h e
Directory of Information Sources contained in
the libraries of Metropolitan Boston and Vicinity
is well under way.This i s a W. P. A. project under
the direction of the Boston Chapter. Sixty-two
members have been added to the Chapter this
year.
CINCINNATI - LOUISESIAS,Prcsidenl
Drastic measures were taken to materially
lessen a large debt which was incurred for printing t h e Union List of Periodicals Currently
Received by Cincinnati Libraries. Confections
and motion picture tickets were sold.

-

CLEVELAND ROSE L. VORYELKER.President
T h e development of a sizeable University and
College Departmental Librarians Group in the
Cleveland Chapter was the major success.
CONNECTICUT - LAURAA. EALES,Presidmt
Since its organization in 1934, this Chapter has
had a completely paid up membership. I t has
also had a large proportion of Institutional
members. A survey was made of the special
collections in Connecticut libraries.
ILLINOIS - MRS.LUCILEL. KECK,President
The round table diecussions conducted by the
Methods Committee were of an informal nature.
A survey of the States of Illinois, Iowa, and
Missouri was made for the purpose of assembling
information on collections not generally known.
This information was transmitted to the National
Membership Committee.
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MICHIGAN
MRS. LOUISEP. DORN,PresC
dent
T h e programs have been varied, the meetings
well attended. Every committee has worked
quietly and eff'ectively. The revision of their
Directory has been completed.

-

MILWAUKEE
MARTAAPODLASKY,President
By being alert, this Chapter was able t o place
exhibits of different local libraries in the Milwaukee and Wisconsin Exposition and industrial
exhibit. This is a most effective way of bringing
the value of a specla1 library to the attention of
business men.
MONTREAL - MILDREDI. TURNDULL,
President
Outstanding is the arrangement and carrying
through of so fine a convention program by so new
and small a Chapter. Membership was increased
this year by thirty-four. A check list of periodicals
in Moritreal was published.
N E W JERSEY -ALMA C. MITCUILL,President
Although in its first year this Chapter has
carried on many constructive activities, including
a survey of New Jersey special libraries and a
course of ten lectures on Library Training
presentcd by the Educational Committee. T h e
lecturers were men and women from Metropolitan New York who thoroughly knew their subjects. This was of value both to those new and
those not so new in library work. It IS to be hoped
that this course will appear in pamphlet form.
N E W YORK - ALMAJACODUS,
President
Not only has the New York Chapter had its
regular meetings, with an average attendance of
one hundred and thirty-one, but ten groups within
the Chapter have also held professional meetings.
T h e whole arrangement shows careful, coherent
planning. One hundred and thirty-seven new
members were added this year.

-

PHILADELPHIA W. L. RODINSON.Chuirman
Work is going forward on the Directory of
Philadelphia Special Libraries. This year's
program featured visits to outstanding libraries
and institutions in Philadelphia.
PITTSBURGH - ESTHERE. FAIVCETT,
President
With the object of increasing membership in
S. L. A. and arousing interest in its accomplish-
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ments, a survey was made of special libraries in
Pittsburgh and vicinity. One of the results was
the organizing of a University and College Departmental Librar~ansGroup. A Directory of the
P~ttsburghChapter was published.

naturally require librarians. They have tried to
give applicants some understanding of library
work and to suggest libraries for them to visit and
helpful books for them to read. This work should
bear fine fruit.

SAN FRANCISCO BAY REGION - NELLO
WILSON,President
This Chapter expects to soon complete its
Union List of Periodicals. The work of the
Employment Committee should help guide the
other Chapters. The Employment Committee is
codperating with the California State Employment Service. They also work with the Publicity
Committee of thelr own Chapter in the hope of
helping to establish new libraries. These would

FRANCES
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA - MRS.
STEVENSON
DAVIS,President
This Chapter has gone carefully about working
out its duplicate exchange problem. Professional
library articles have appeared In a local magazine. The programs for the meetings have been
varied.
To read all of the Chapter reports has been a
pr~vilege,so much has been accomplished, so
much is planned for future accomplishment.

Publications of Special Interest
Adams, A. B. Rational economic security.
Univ. of Okla. Press, Norman, Okla. 1936.
327 p. $2.50.
A lucld and able discussion. Chapters are devoted to
such different phases a s monetary policies, unemployment rcllef, social security. Particularly illuminating
considcratlon of steps in our industrial development No
bibliography, but much statistical data in appendices

Angle, P. M. "Here I have lived." Abraham
Lincoln Association, Springfield, Ill. 1935.
313 p. $3.00.
A plcture of the development of Springfield, Illmois,
and a record of the part played in the Ilfe of Llncoln
by that community. Effcctlvcly handled. Good note on
b~bliographical sources

Berman, Edward. L i f e insurance: a critical
examination. Harper, N. Y. 1936. 192 p.
$2.00.

Cram, R. A. My life in architecture. Little,
Brown, Boston. 1936. 326 p. $3.50.
A happy record of a rich h f c This leading architect
tells of hls growth and contacts. Boston, Europe, West
Point and Princeton nre all contributing influences In a
life developed under the spiritual influence of Gothic art.
A satisfying took.

Culver, D. C. Methodology of social science
research, a bibliography. Univ. of Calif.
Press, Berkeley. 1936. 159 p. $2.00.
An ucellent list of over 1,500 references from 1920
to the end of 1935. Arranged in logical groups and wlth
a subject and author index. Many of the entrles have
fine annotntions This indicat~onof the amount of such
material IS ~mpressivt.The number of references to Spe.
clal Llbrarics or to S. L. A, publrcations is gratifying.

Douglas, P. H. Social security i n the United
States. McGraw, N. Y. 1936. 384 p. $3.00.

A readable, straightforward and clear analysis of life
insurance and i t s value for t h t policyholdtr. The relative costs, investment rates and other features arc analyzed for the largest companies. Illuminating for everyone interested in insurance. Particularly helpful for the
lay reader.

The history of the movement, its leglslat~veprogresc,
the interpretation by states, administrative futures, conflicting programs all unalyzed and appraised in the
author's brilliant and searching style Appendix lncludcr
text of the Federal Security Act and a short bibliography.
Many footnotes to special references.

Biddle, Dorothy and Bloom, Dorothea. Garden gossip. Doubleday-Doran, N. Y. 1936.
95 p. $1.00.

Gates, T. J. and Galbraith, R. E., ed. Modern
writer's art. Thomas Nelson, N. Y. 1936.
222 p. $2.00.

Delightful little sketches of gardening neighbors and
Lheir favorite plantings. Illustrated by pleasant photographs.

A aeries of well selected essays on how to write, on
style, and on getting into print. including work by stlch
well known essayists as Carl Van Doren and H. C.
Canhy, or newcomers like Kittredge Wheeler, with hia
enlivening article on the art of the copy reader. Includes
a neat though anonymous article on the "You, t m , can
h a writer" racket. Good biographlcal notes.

Corey, Herbert. Farewell, Mr. Gangster!
Appleton-Century, N. Y. 1936.297 p. $3.00.
A direct, unsensational and 5pcc1fic description of the
work of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and its
relatlon to law enforcing agencies. Includes information
on European police systems. Short glossary of American
and EngIlsh criminal terms given W d l indued.

Holt, A. H. Phrase origins. Crowell, N. Y.
1936. 328 p. $2.00.
One of the useful series of reference books published
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under this imprint. Entertaining as well as illuminating.
Short hihllography of books on slang and p h r a x a is
~ncluded.

Howea, Durward. America's young men,
1936-1937. Richard Blank Pub. Co., Los
Angeles. 1936.627 p. $10.00.
The publishers have brought out another well arranged
Who's Who of the type of which we can never hnve
enough. The volume lists men born since 1890. T h e data
is comprchcnsive. The format excellent. The statistical
analyses lntcresting and mdicative of certain trends. All
in all, the volume is a more than welcome addition to
the reference shelf.

Laidler, H. W. Program for modern America. Crowell, N . Y . 1936.517 p. $2.50.
An excellent general survey of the most pressing economic and soc~alproblems. The historleal background, the
present status and the probable future develupmenta are
treated subject by subject. A thoroughly satisfactory
handlmok for review of such problems. Excellent selective
bibliography included.

Leighton, Clare. Four hedges. Macmillan,
N. Y. 1935. 167 p. $3.00.
This gardener's chronicle, illuatratcd by
wood ensravings by the author, is a year's
flowers and birds in an English countryede.
servatlon of changins growth enhances the
the hook.

delightful
record of
Close obcharm of

McComb, E. V. Doctor of the north count r y . Crowell, N . Y . 1936. 238 p. $2.00.
A delightful hcak full of the colorful and nloving
incident of the general practitioner's life as it has been
lived in the scml.rural sections. An interesting footnote
to the many current discussions of the problems of the
medical profession.

McSpadden, J. W. Light opera and musical
comedy. Crowell, N . Y . 1936. 362 p. $2.50.
Composers arranged by countries with brief hrstorical
prefaces, interesting hihliograph~cal notes, and stories
given of over two hundred light operas and musical
comcd~es.Gives a basis for evaluating the lighter music
of past and prcsent Should be crpecially interesting to
radio I~stcners.

Mace, J. W. and Gumb, I. T. Clee o f the
lighted tower. Revell, N . Y . 1935. 159 p.
$1.50.
A helpful addition to a religious hbrary, giving, in
deta~l, the program of activities used by a crusading
preacher-senator m changing a church that was on the
verge of closing rts doors to one ministering t o 10,000
persons weekly. Includes schedule of one week's activities,
and examples of vnrlous kinds of publicity used; i.e.,
church calendars, advertisements, announcements, elc

Major, R. H . Disease and destiny. Appleton,
N. Y.1936. 338 p. $3.50.
An eminently readable series of sketches giving the
more interesting episodes in the hlstory of varmua
discaaes. Beautifully illustrated from old engravings.
Indexed. Not a s engrossins or simulatins a s Wnrhnrse,

hut useful i n giving the layman aome feeling for the
hlstory of medlclne.

Mayer-Dazlanden, Hans. Social-economic
security. Dorrance, Philadelphia. 1936.
255 p. $2.00.
Mnny unusual methods for solving our social problems
set forth with fluency, decision and earnestness, but not
perhaps with due attention to the elements ~nvolved.Old
age panstons through national lottcrlcs suggested. Not
indcxed.

Mitchell, W. C., ed. What Veblen taught.
Viking Press, N. Y. 1936.503 p. $3.00.
A short discussion of Vchlen's life and phllorophy and
a dated list of his works precede selections from his
major texts. An excellent volume for use where time and
space is limited. Not indexed.

Myers, Gustavus. America strikes back.
Washburn, N. Y.1935.408 p. $3.75.
Conditions In the United States that have been caustically criticized by foreign commentators compared with
slmilar conditions in the country of the commentator with
refreshing results, A comprehensive record of thla Iltcrature from Rcvolutionary timca to date. Carefully documented.

Paton, John. Never say die. Longmans, N . Y .
1936. 336 p. $2.50.
T h e vivid autobiography of an Aherdeen waif who
became a n active worker and agltntor for the Independent Labor Party. Gllmpses of Kler Hardre and Rnmsey
MacDonald, stories of printers and barber's apprcnt~ces
shot through wrth sly humor, arc comblned with frequent
references to the Public Library and its aid. A n ~ntcrcstmg, fair, and diverting record.

Perlman, W. J. Movies on trial. Macmillan,
N.Y. 1936. 254 p. $2.50.
T h e sociological and culturnl effect of the movies,
especially on children, discussed by such leaders as Judge
Lindsey, John Jayncs Holmes, Brock Pemhcrton, Will ~ a mAllen White, Edward G. Robertson and othera.
The discussion 1s only mlldly Interesting and fails to
reach any conclurlons of monument.

Peterson, Frederick. Creative re-education.
Putnam, N. Y. 1936. 112 p. $1.00.
Conment on posaih~l~tieafor vitaliz~ngeducation by
a n expert observer from another profession. While not
new, tllc ~llustrat~ona
a r e interesting. Not indexed.

Pound, Arthur. Industrial America. Little,
Brown, Boston. 1936. 234 p. $2.50.
At1 interesting and effective portrayal of the efficient
way in which large industries plan to deal with research.
personnel, corporate organization I t is surprising per.
haps to find the author of "The Iron Man i n Industry"
in his present rble. The picture of U. S Steel Corporation a s a lender ln employee welfare is somewhat unusual.
Not ~ndexed.Well lllustratcrl

Tax Research Foundation. Tax systems o f
the world. 6th ed. Commerce Clearing
House, N. Y. 1935.365 p. $10.00.
Presents in compact form tax facts. Includcs United
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Stat- tax charts, comparatlve t a x tables of the fortyeight states, t a x charts for f o r e ~ g ncountries, comparative t a x tables of various countries, and tax rcvenues of
the world. Comprehensive and ~nformative. Contains
topical table of contents but no index.

Ridley, C . E. and Nolting, 0 . F., ede. Municipal year book, 1936. International C i t y
Managers Association, Chicago. 1936.475
p. $4.00.
This edit~on has been expanded and new matcrlal
d d e d on municipal finance; state limits on local property
taxes; state admln~strativesupervlaion on local finance;
state administered lor~lly-shared taxes and Federal
Grantsh-Aid to states. A section on professionalization
of the municipal service and a bibliography of selected
model ordinances is included. The previous edition's
information on personnel data on citles of 30,000 population is upandcd to include all above 10,000.

Russell, W .F . Liberty v s , equality. Macmilla- N . Y . 1936. 173 p. $2.00.
I n his study of current political situations and their
canse, the Dcan of Teachers College has followed the
theones of liberty and equality back to the eighteenth
century philosophers and shows the effect of their corn
flict on our muntry's development H I S exposition, though
brief, is illuminating, and his style delightful. The polsllilities through compromise and education are hopeful

Schrieke, B. J . 0. Alien Americans. Viking
Press, N . Y. 1936.208 p. $2.50.
An able study of race relations in the United States
by a Dutch anthropologist whose detached paint of view
docs much to clarify the problems of the Chlnese, Japanese and Negro elements. Extenswe bibliography.

Sharp, H. A. L ~ b r a d e sand librarianship i n
America. Grafton & Co, London. 1936.
191 p. 7s. 6d.
Some thoughtful and discerning wmmenta and comp r r l a n s on library economy here ;nd In England. E a s ~ l y
read T h e comments a r e bawd on a limited numbtr of
libraries and only general pha~clare dlscusacd N~ men.
tlon u made of business or technical features.

Silcock
Cfinese art. o x f o r d Univ.
Press, Lond. 1935.265 p. $2.50.
A delightful introduction to Chinese art as exhibited
in its carvings, pa~ntings and porcelains. The author
deliberately refrains from cumbersome footnotes, m
thc text IS particularly pleasing. Many good ~IIustrations.
A ehronoloeical table of Chinese history with wncurrent
Zuropcan events ia included

H. P. Libraries for scientific research i n Europe and America. Grafton,
London. 1936.227 p. 10s. 6d.
Librar~csdescribed hy an acute, sympathetic obwrver
who recognizes hut expresses hls particular enthuslasma
and dislikes wrth entertainmg frmkness. The h o k consrsts mainly of descriptions of certaln llhrar~esbut Includes some comment on general library practices and
policies. An excellent handlaok on the development of
collections f o r scientific research.
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Tavenner, Blair. Brief facts. Putnam, N . Y .
1936.354 p. $2.50.
A compact and comprehensive information 1,andbook
arranged to glve the greatest amount of data in conclse
form. The animal, vegetable, and mineral klugdoma, as
well a s history, current events and legend are all treated
in factual style. A useful volume where space and time
are at a premlum.

Tead, Ordway. Creative management. Association Press, N . Y . 1935, 59 p. 506.
While intended for those doing community association
work, this pamphlct has dlrect application to all a s w i a t ~ o nproblems. I t s constructive suggcations for analysis
and progressive work deserve careful consideration. A
well annotated list for further reading ia included.

Tucker, G . M . Path to prosperity. Putnam,
N. Y.1935.312 p. $2.50.
A gentleman of strong convictions, wlde reading, and
agreeable style r r l t e s vigorously on what he considera
the major errors In our eeonomic program That many
of his viewa a r e b s e d on what others consider fallacies
does not detract from the interest of the volume. An
enlivening chapter givlng suggestions for further readmg IS included.

Vanderpoel, J . H . Human figure. Bridgman
Pub., Inc., Pelham. 1935. 143 p. $2.50.
A well arranged t e a on pcncil drawing with countless
dlustratrons of the different features. Clear and cffmtive
in teachlag.

Waring, R. N . W o r l d history. Revell, N . Y .
1935. 179 p. $1.75.
An epitome of world growth i n art, industry and
rlence, arranged chronologically wlth a n index by namer.
The author's views necessarily affect the selection of
Items Should prove a helpful, quick reference t m l for
home use.

Weidlein, E. R. and Hamor, W . A . Glances
at industrial research. Reinhold Pub.
cOrp.,N. y. 1936. 238 $2.75.
An nltenscly interesting survey of its development with
part~cular reference to work carned on a t Mcllon Institute and the terms under which Industrial Fellowshlor
are carried on there. Good discussion of the part library
searches play in such work. Includes note9 on opportunltics, obligations and salaries, i n the field of industrial
research. Gives chronology of important events i n field.
An lntercsting and useful b k .

Wilson, L- R. and W i g h t , E. A. County library service in the south. U n i v . o f Chicago Press, Chicago. 1935. 259 p. $2.00.
Any number of statistics and facts on aervice to the
white and colored population of eertam countles i n the
muth. Bihllomaphy
- . . included.

Yorke, G. J . China changes. Scribners, N . Y .
1936. 334 P. $2.50.
A sympathetic and interested leisurely trnveler gives
his impressions from efforts to see military actions, to
contemplation in a hermitage Much descriptive detail.
Includes discussion of wmmuniat and antl.communist
actlvltles Not indexed Bibliography.
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